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Preface
The MERN stack can be seen as a collection of tools that share a common denominator that
is the language, JavaScript. The book explores, in the form of recipes, how to build web
client and server applications using the MERN stack following the MVC architectural
pattern.

The model and controller of the MVC architectural pattern are covered by the chapters
about building RESTful APIs with ExpressJS and Mongoose. The chapters cover core
concepts about the HTTP protocol, type of methods, status codes, URLs, REST, and CRUD
operations. Afterward, it moves to topics specific to ExpressJS, such as request handlers,
middleware, and security, as well as specific topics about Mongoose, such as schemas,
models, and custom validation.

The view of the MVC architectural patterns is covered by the chapter about ReactJS. ReactJS
is a UI library that is component-based with a declarative API. The book's aim to provide
the essential knowledge for building ReactJS web applications and components.
Complementary to ReactJS, the book contains an entire chapter about Redux that explains
from the very core concepts and principles to advanced features such as store enhancers,
time travelling, and asynchronous data flow.

Additionally, this book covers real-time communication with ExpressJS and SocketIO to
deliver and exchange data in real time.

By the end of the book, you will know the core concepts and essentials for building full-
stack web applications with the MVC architectural pattern.

What this book covers
, Introduction to MERN Stack, provides an introduction to the MERN stack and

the MVC architectural pattern. It covers installation of NodeJS and MongoDB as well as
installing NPM packages and an example of usage. These constitute the base for all the
book's recipes.
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, Building a Web Server with ExpressJS, covers core concepts about the HTTP
protocol, the http  NodeJS module, and how it is all connected with ExpressJS. It explores
all features of ExpressJS for building Web Server applications from route handlers and
middleware to secure a Web Server application and debugging.

, Building a RESTful API, explains core concepts about what is REST, URLs, and
CRUD operations. These concepts are the base for the whole chapter. It also explores how
to make CRUD operations in ExpressJS and with Mongoose as well as where and how
ExpressJS and Mongoose fit in the MVC architectural pattern. It covers the creation of
Mongoose schemas and models as well as different types of Mongoose middleware and
validation of data.

,  Real-time Communication with Socket.IO and ExpressJS, gives a brief introduction
to NodeJS events and how bi-directional communication with WebSockets works. It also
goes through using SocketIO and ExpressJS to build Web Applications that deliver data in
real time.

, Managing State with Redux, covers what Redux is and the three core principles. It
also covers the very basic idea of Redux from how Array.prototype.reduce works, to how
reducers are defined and how to write middleware functions as well as advanced concepts
such as writing store enhancers, time traveling, and asynchronous data flow.

, Building Web Applications with React, explains what React is, what JSX syntax is,
and where in the MVC architectural pattern it fits. It explores all core concepts of React in
the form of easy-to-follow and build recipes. The recipes cover topics about composition,
life cycle methods, controlled and uncontrolled components, error boundary components,
and others such as type checking with PropTypes and Portals.

To get the most out of this book
This book is for developers who are interested in getting started with the MERN stack for
developing web applications. In order to be able to understand the chapters, you should
have already a general knowledge and understanding of the JavaScript language.
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What you need for this book 
In order to be able to work on the recipes, you need the following:

An IDE or code editor of your preference. Visual Studio Code (vscode) was used
when writing the recipes' codes, so I suggest you to give it a try
An Operating System (O.S) that is able to run NodeJS and MongoDB, preferably
one of the following:

macOS X Yosemite/El Capitan/Sierra
Linux
Windows 7/8/10 (.NET framework 4.5 is required if installing
VSCode in Windows 7)

Preferably, at least 1 GB RAM and 1.6 GHz processor or faster

Download the example code files
You can download the example code files for this book from your account at

. If you purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit
 and register to have the files emailed directly to you.

You can download the code files by following these steps:

Log in or register at .1.
Select the SUPPORT tab.2.
Click on Code Downloads & Errata.3.
Enter the name of the book in the Search box and follow the onscreen4.
instructions.

Once the file is downloaded, please make sure that you unzip or extract the folder using the
latest version of:

WinRAR/7-Zip for Windows
Zipeg/iZip/UnRarX for Mac
7-Zip/PeaZip for Linux
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The code bundle for the book is also hosted on GitHub at 
. In case there's an update to the code, it will be

updated on the existing GitHub repository.

We also have other code bundles from our rich catalog of books and videos available
at . Check them out!

Download the color images
We also provide a PDF file that has color images of the screenshots/diagrams used in this
book. You can download it here: 

.

Code in Action
Visit the following link to check out videos of the code being run:

Conventions used
There are a number of text conventions used throughout this book.

: Indicates code words in text, database table names, folder names, filenames,
file extensions, pathnames, dummy URLs, user input, and Twitter handles. Here is an
example: "Mount the downloaded  disk image file as another disk in
your system."

A block of code is set as follows:

Any command-line input or output is written as follows:

npm install
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Bold: Indicates a new term, an important word, or words that you see onscreen. For
example, words in menus or dialog boxes appear in the text like this. Here is an example:
"Select System info from the Administration panel."

Warnings or important notes appear like this.

Tips and tricks appear like this.

Sections
In this book, you will find several headings that appear frequently (Getting ready, How to do
it..., Let's test it..., How it works..., There's more..., and See also).

To give clear instructions on how to complete a recipe, use these sections as follows:

Getting ready
This section tells you what to expect in the recipe and describes how to set up any software
or any preliminary settings required for the recipe.

How to do it...
This section contains the steps required to follow the recipe.

Let's test it...
This section consists of detailed steps on how to test the code given in How to do it... section.

How it works...
This section usually consists of a detailed explanation of what happened in the previous
section.
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There's more...
This section consists of additional information about the recipe in order to make you more
knowledgeable about the recipe.

See also
This section provides helpful links to other useful information for the recipe.

Get in touch
Feedback from our readers is always welcome.

General feedback: Email  and mention the book title in the
subject of your message. If you have questions about any aspect of this book, please email
us at .

Errata: Although we have taken every care to ensure the accuracy of our content, mistakes
do happen. If you have found a mistake in this book, we would be grateful if you would
report this to us. Please visit , selecting your book,
clicking on the Errata Submission Form link, and entering the details.

Piracy: If you come across any illegal copies of our works in any form on the internet, we
would be grateful if you would provide us with the location address or website name.
Please contact us at  with a link to the material.

If you are interested in becoming an author: If there is a topic that you have expertise in
and you are interested in either writing or contributing to a book, please visit

.

Reviews
Please leave a review. Once you have read and used this book, why not leave a review on
the site that you purchased it from? Potential readers can then see and use your unbiased
opinion to make purchase decisions, we at Packt can understand what you think about our
products, and our authors can see your feedback on their book. Thank you!

For more information about Packt, please visit .
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Introduction to the MERN Stack

In this chapter, we will cover the following topics:

The MVC architectural pattern
Installing and configuring MongoDB
Installing Node.js
Installing NPM packages

Technical requirements
You will be required to have an IDE, Visual Studio Code, Node.js and MongoDB. You will
also need to install Git, in order use the Git repository of this book. 

The code files of this chapter can be found on GitHub:

Check out the following video to see the code in action:
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Introduction
The MERN stack is a solution composed of four main components:

MongoDB: A database that uses a document-oriented data model.
ExpressJS: A web application framework for building web applications and
APIs.
ReactJS: A declarative, component-based, and isomorphic JavaScript library for
building user interfaces.
Node.js: A cross-platform JavaScript runtime environment built on Chrome's V8
JavaScript engine allows developers to build diverse tools, servers, and
applications.

These fundamental components that comprise the MERN stack are open source, and are
thus maintained and developed by a great community of developers. What ties these
components together is a common language, JavaScript.

The recipes in this chapter will mainly focus on setting up a development environment to
work with a MERN stack.

You are free to use the code editor or IDE of your choice. However, I would suggest you
give Visual Studio Code a try if you have trouble deciding which IDE to use.

The MVC architectural pattern
Most modern web applications implement the MVC architectural pattern. It consists of
three interconnected parts that separate the internal representation of information in a web
application:

Model: Manages the business logic of an application that determines how data
should be stored, created, and modified
View: Any visual representation of the data or information
Controller: Interprets user-generated events and transforms them into
commands for the model and view to update accordingly:
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The Separation of Concern (SoC) design pattern separates frontend from backend code.
Following the MVC architectural pattern, developers are able to adhere to the SoC design
pattern, resulting in a consistent and manageable application structure.

The recipes in the following chapters implement this architectural pattern to separate the
frontend and the backend.

Installing and configuring MongoDB
The official MongoDB website provides up-to-date packages containing binaries for
installing MongoDB on Linux, OS X, and Windows.
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Getting ready
Visit the official website of MongoDB at ,
select Community Server, and then select your preferred operating system version of the
software and download it.

Installing MongoDB and configuring it may require additional steps.

How to do it...
Visit the documentation website of MongoDB at

 for instructions and check the
Tutorials section for your specific platform.

After installation, an instance of , the daemon process for , can be started
in a standalone fashion:

Open a new Terminal1.
Create a new directory named , which will contain the Mongo database2.
Type  to start a new instance and3.
create a database
Open another Terminal4.
Type  to connect a Mongo shell to the instance5.

There's more...
As an alternative, you can opt to use a Database as a service (DBaaS) such as MongoDB
Atlas, which, at the time of writing, allows you to create a free cluster with 512 MB of
storage. Another simple alternative is mLab, although there are many other options.

Installing Node.js
The official Node.js website provides two packages containing LTS and Current (containing
the latest features) binaries to install Node.js on Linux, OS X, and Windows.
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Getting ready
For the purpose of this book, we will install Node.js v10.1.x.

How to do it...
To download the latest version of Node.js:

Visit the official website at 1.
Select Current | Latest Features2.
Select the binary for your preferred platform or operating system (OS)3.
Download and install4.

If you prefer to install Node.js via package manager, visit
 and select your preferred platform

or OS.

Installing npm packages
The installation of Node.js includes a package manager called , which is the default and
most widely used package manager for installing JavaScript/Node.js libraries.

NPM packages are listed in the NPM registry at , where you
can search for packages and even publish your own.

There are other alternatives to NPM as well, such as Yarn, which is compatible with the
public NPM registry. You are free to use the package manager of your choice; however, for
the purpose of this book, the package manager used in the recipes will be NPM.

Getting ready
NPM expects to find a  file at the root of your  folder. This is a
configuration file that describes the details of your project, such as its dependencies, the
name of the project, and the author of the project.
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Before you're able to install any packages in your project, you must create a 
file. These are the steps you will usually take to create a project:

Create a new  folder in your preferred location and either name it 1.
 or give it another name of your choice.

Open a new Terminal.2.
Change the current directory to the new folder you just created. This is usually3.
done with the  command in your Terminal.
Run  to create a new  file, following the steps displayed4.
in the Terminal.

After that, you should have a  file that will look something like the
following:

After this, you will be able to use NPM to install new packages for your project.

How to do it...
Open a new Terminal1.
Change the current directory to where your newly created  folder is2.
located
Run the following line to install the  package:3.

npm --save-exact install chalk
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Now, you will be able to use the package in your project via require in Node.js. Go through
the following steps to see how you can use it:

Create a new file named  and add the following code:1.

Then, open a new Terminal and run the following:2.

      node index.js

How it works...
NPM will connect to and look in the NPM registry for the package named react, and will
download it and install it if it exists.

The following are some useful flags that you can use NPM with:

: This will install and add the package name and version in the
 section of your  file. These dependencies are

modules that your project will use while in production.
: This works in the same way as the  flag. It will install and

add the package name in the  section of the 
file. These dependencies are modules that your project will use during
development.

: This keeps the original version of the installed package. This
means, if you share your project with other people, they will be able to install the
exact same version of the package that you use.

While this book will provide you with a step-by-step guide to installing the necessary
packages in every recipe, you are encouraged to visit the NPM documentation website at

to learn more.
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Building a Web server with

ExpressJS
In this chapter, we will cover the following recipes:

Routing in ExpressJS
Modular route handlers
Writing middleware functions
Writing configurable middleware functions
Writing router-level middleware functions
Writing error-handler middleware functions
Using ExpressJS' built-in middleware function to serve static assets
Parsing the HTTP request body
Compressing HTTP responses
Using an HTTP request logger
Managing and creating virtual domains
Securing an ExpressJS web application with helmet
Using template engines
Debugging your ExpressJS web application
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Technical requirements
You will be required to have an IDE, Visual Studio Code, Node.js and MongoDB. You will
also need to install Git, in order use the Git repository of this book. 

The code files of this chapter can be found on GitHub:

Check out the following video to see the code in action:

Introduction
ExpressJS is the preferred de facto Node.js web application framework for building robust
web applications and APIs.

In this chapter, the recipes will focus on building a fully functional web server and
understanding the core fundamentals.

Routing in ExpressJS
Routing refers to how an application responds or acts when a resource is requested via an
HTTP verb or HTTP method.

HTTP stands for Hypertext Transfer Protocol and it's the basis of data communication for
the World Wide Web (WWW). All documents and data in the WWW are identified by a
Uniform Resource Locator (URL).
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HTTP verbs or HTTP methods are a client-server model. Typically, a web browser serves as
a client, and in our case ExpressJS is the framework that allows us to create a server capable
of understanding these requests. Every request expects a response to be sent to the client to
recognize the status of the resource that it is requesting.

Request methods can be:

Safe: An HTTP verb that performs read-only operations on the server. In other
words, it does not alter the server state. For example: .
Idempotent: An HTTP verb that has the same effect on the server when identical
requests are made. For instance, sending a  request to modify a user's first
name should have the same effect on the server if implemented correctly when
multiple identical requests are sent. All safe methods are also idempotent. For
example, the , , and  methods are idempotent.
Cacheable: An HTTP response that can be cached. Not all methods or HTTP
verbs can be cached. A response is cacheable only if the status code of the
response and the method used to make the request are both cacheable. For
example, the GET method is cacheable and the following status codes: 
(Request succeeded),  (No content),  (Partial content),  (Moved
permanently),  (Not found),  (Method not allowed),  (Gone or Content
permanently removed from server), and  (URI too long).

Getting ready
Understanding routing is one of the most important core aspects in building robust
RESTful APIs.

In this recipe, we will see how ExpressJS handles or interprets HTTP requests. Before you
start, create a new  file with the following content:
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Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install

ExpressJS does the whole job of understanding a client's request. The request may come
from a browser, for instance. Once the request has been interpreted, ExpressJS saves all the
information in two objects:

Request: This contains all the data and information about the client's request. For
instance, ExpressJS parses the URI and makes its parameters available on
request.query.
Response: This contains data and information that will be sent to the client. The
response's headers can be modified as well before sending the information to the
client. The  object has several methods available for sending the status
code and data to the client. For instance: 

.

How to do it...
 and  objects are passed as arguments to the route handlers defined inside

a  method.

Route methods
These are derived from HTTP verbs or HTTP methods. A route method is used to define
the response that an application will have for a specific HTTP verb.

ExpressJS route methods have equivalent names to HTTP verbs. For instance: 
for the  HTTP verb or  for the  HTTP verb.
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A very basic route can be written as the following:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the ExpressJS library first and initialize a new ExpressJS application:2.

Add a new route method to handle requests for the path . The first argument3.
specifies the path or URL, the next argument is the route handler. Inside the
route handler, let's use the  object to send a status code  and
text to the client:

Finally, use the  method to accept new connections on port :4.

Save the file5.
Open a Terminal and run the following command:6.

     node 1-basic-route.js

Open a new tab on your browser and visit  on port  in your web7.
browser to see the results:

For more information about which HTTP methods are supported by
ExpressJS, visit the official ExpressJS website at

.
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Route handlers
Route handlers are callback functions that accept three arguments. The first one is the

 object, the second one is the  object, and the last one is a 
which passes the handler to the next request handler in the chain. Multiple 
functions can be used inside a route method as well.

Let's see a working example of how we could write route handlers inside route methods:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the ExpressJS library, then initialize a new ExpressJS application:2.

Add two route methods to handle a request in the same path . Use the3.
 method of the  object to set the content type of the response sent

to the client to . Using the  method send partial data to the
client. To finalize sending data, use the  method of the response object.
Calling  will pass the handler to the second handler in the chain:

Add a  method to handle a request in the path . Two route4.
handlers are defined inside the  method to handle the same request:
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Use the  method to accept new connections on port :5.

Save the file6.
Open a Terminal and run:7.

node 2-route-handlers.js

To see the result, open a new tab in your web browser and visit:8.

      http://localhost:1337/one
      http://localhost:1337/two

Chainable route methods
Route methods can be chainable using  because the  is specified for
a single location. This is probably the best approach when dealing with multiple route
methods because, besides making the code more readable and less prone to typos and
redundancy, it allows to work with multiple route methods at the same time.

Create a new file named 1.
Initialize a new ExpressJS application:2.

Chain three route methods using the  method:3.
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Use the  method to accept new connections on port :4.

Save the file5.
Open a terminal and run:6.

      node 3-chainable-routes.js

To see the result, open a new tab in your web browser and visit:7.

There's more...
Route paths can be strings or regular expressions. Route paths are internally turned into
regular expressions using the  NPM package

.

, in a way, helps you write path regular expressions in a more human-
readable way. For example, consider the following code:
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This could be written as follows:

Or better:

Take a look at this expression: . The parentheses in the regular 
expression are called capturing parentheses; and when they find a match, they remember
it. In the preceding example, for , two strings are remembered,

. This is the way that ExpressJS finds a match, remembers its
value, and associates it to a key:

Modular route handlers
ExpressJS has a built-in class called router. A router is just a class that allows developers to
write mountable and modular route handlers.

A Router is an instance of ExpressJS' core routing system. That means, all routing methods
from an ExpressJS application are available:
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Getting ready
In this recipe, we will see how to use a router to make a modular application. Before you
start, create a new  file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Suppose that you want to write a modular mini-application within your ExpressJS main
application that can be mounted to any URI. You want to be able to choose the path where
to mount it, or you just want to mount the same route methods and handlers to several
others paths or a URI.

Create a new file named 1.
Initialize a new ExpressJS application:2.

Define a router for your mini-application and add a request method to handle3.
requests for path :

Mount your modular mini-application to  path, and to 4.
path:
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Listen for new connections on port :5.

Save the file6.
Open a Terminal and run the following command:7.

      node modular-router.js

To see the results, navigate in your web browser to:8.

You will see two different outputs:

As can be seen, a router was mounted to two different mount points. Routers are usually
referred to as mini-applications because they can be mounted to an ExpressJS application's
specific routes and not only once but also several times to different mount points, paths, or
URIs.

Writing middleware functions
Middleware functions are mainly used to make changes in the  and 
object. They are executed in sequence, one after another, but if a middleware functions does
not pass control to the next one, the request is left hanging.

Getting ready
Middleware functions have the following signature:
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The signature is very similar to writing route handlers. In fact, a middleware function can
be written for a specific HTTP method and a specific path route, and will look like this, for
example:

So, if you are wondering what the difference is between route handlers, and middleware
functions, the answer is simple: their purpose.

If you are writing route handlers, and the  objects and/or the  object is
modified, then you are writing middleware functions.

In this recipe, you will see how to use a middleware function to restrict access to certain
paths or routes that depend on a certain condition. Before you start, create a new

 file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
We will write a middleware function that allows access to the root path  only when the
query parameter  is present:

Create a new file named 1.
Initialize a new ExpressJS application:2.
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Write a middleware function that will add a property  to the 3.
object:

Add a request method to handle requests for path :4.

Listen on port  for new connections:5.

Save the file6.
Open a terminal and run:7.

      node middleware-functions.js

To see the results, in your web browser, navigate to:8.

      

How it works...
Just like with route handlers, middleware functions need to pass control to the next
handler; otherwise, our application will have been hanging because no data was sent to the
client, and the connection was not closed either.
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If new properties are added to the  or  objects inside a middleware
function, the next handler will have access to those new properties. As in our previously
written code, the  in the  object is available to the next
handler.

Writing configurable middleware functions
A common pattern for writing middleware functions is to wrap the middleware function
inside another function. The result of doing so is a configurable middleware function. They
are also higher-order functions, that is, a function that returns another function.

Usually an object is used as an  parameters. However, there is nothing stopping
you from doing it in your own way.

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will write a configurable logger middleware function. Before you start,
create a new  file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
What your configurable middleware function will do is simple: it will print the status code
and the URL when a request is made.

Create a new file named 1.
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Export a function that accepts an object as the first argument. The function2.
expects the object to have a property , which can be either  or :

Save the file3.

Let's test it...
Our configurable middleware function is not useful on its own. Create a simple ExpressJS
application to see our middleware actually working:

Create a new file named 1.
Include our  module and initialize a new ExpressJS2.
application:

Use the  method to include our configurable middleware function. When the3.
 property is set to , your logger will work and log every request's

status code and URL to the terminal:
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Listen on port  for new connections:4.

Save the file5.
Open a terminal and run:6.

      node middleware-logger-test.js

In your browser, navigate to:7.

The Terminal should display:8.

      Status Code: 200 URL: /hello?world

There's more...
If you want to experiment, start your configurable middleware test application with the

 property set to . No logs should be displayed.

Usually, you would want to disable logging in production, since this operation could hit
performance.

An alternative to disabling all logging is to use other libraries to do this task instead of
using . There are libraries that allow you to set different levels of logging as well,
for instance:

Debug module: 
Winston: 

Logging is useful for several reasons. The main reasons are:

It checks whether your services are running properly, for example, checking
whether your application is connected to MongoDB.
It discovers errors and bugs.
It helps you to understand better how your application is working. For instance,
if you have a modular application, you can see how it integrates when included
in other applications.
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Writing router-level middleware functions
Router-level middleware functions are only executed inside a router. They are usually used
when applying a middleware to a mount point only or to a specific path.

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will create a small logger router-level middleware function that will only
log requests to paths mounted or located in the router's mounted path. Before you start,
create a new  file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Create a new file named 1.
Initialize a new ExpressJS application and define a router:2.

Define our logger middleware function:3.
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Mount the Router to the path 4.

Listen on port  for new connections:5.

Save the file6.
Open a terminal and run:7.

      node router-level.js

In your web browser navigate to:8.

      http://localhost:1337/router/example

The Terminal should display:9.

      URL: /router/example

After, in your web browser, navigate to:10.

No logs should be displayed in terminal11.

There's more...
It is possible to pass control back to the next middleware function or route method outside
of a router by calling .
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For example, by creating a router that expects to receive a user ID as a query parameter.
The  function can be used to get out of the router or pass control to the
next middleware function outside of the router when a user ID is not provided. The next
middleware function out of the router can be used to display other information when the
router passes control to it. For example:

Create a new file named 1.
Initialize a new ExpressJS application:2.

Define a new router:3.

Define our logger middleware function inside the router:4.

Add a route method to handle  requests for path  which will be executed5.
only if the middleware function passes control to it:

Add a route method to handle  requests for path  outside of the router.6.
However, include the router as a route handler as the second argument, and
another route handler to handle the same request only if the router passes control
to it:
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Listen on port  for new connections:7.

Save the file8.
Open a terminal and run:9.

      node router-level-control.js

To see the result, in your browser, navigate to:10.

     

How it works...
When navigating to the first URL ( ), the following message is
shown:

This is because the middleware function in the router checks if the  was provided in the
query, and because it is not, it passes control to the next handler outside of the router with

.

On the other hand, when navigating to the second URL
( ), the following message is shown:

That happens because, as an  was provided in the query, the middleware function in the
router will pass control to the next handler inside the router with .
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Writing error-handler middleware functions
ExpressJS already includes by default a built-in error handler which gets executed at the
end of all middleware and route handlers.

There are ways that the built-in error handler can be triggered. One is implicit when an
error occurs inside a route handler. For example:

And another way of triggering the built-in error handler is explicit when passing an 
as an argument to . For instance:

The stack trace is displayed on the client side. If  is set to
production, then the stack trace is not included.

A custom error handler middleware function can be written as well and it looks pretty
much the same as route handlers do with the exception that an error handler function
middleware expects to receive four arguments:

Take into account that is optional. That means, if specified, 
will pass control over to the next error handler. If no other error handler was defined, then
the control will pass to the built-in error handler.
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Getting ready
In this recipe, we will see how to create a custom error handler. Before you start, create a
new  file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
You will build a custom error handler that sends to the client the error message.

Create a new file named 1.
Include the ExpressJS library, then initialize a new ExpressJS application:2.

Define a new Route Method to handle  requests for path  and throw an3.
error every time:

Define a custom error handler middleware function to send the error message4.
back to the client's browser:
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Listen on port  for new connections:5.

Save the file6.
Open a terminal and run:7.

      node custom-error-handler.js

To see the result, in your web browser, navigate to:8.

Using ExpressJS' built-in middleware
function for serving static assets
Prior to the 4.x version of ExpressJS, it has depended on ConnectJS which is an HTTP
server framework . In fact, most middleware
written for ConnectJS is also supported in ExpressJS.

As from the 4.x version of ExpressJS, it no longer depends on ConnectJS, and all previously
built-in middleware functions were moved to separate modules

.

ExpressJS 4.x and newer versions include only two built-in middleware functions. The first
one has already been seen: the built-in error handler middleware function. The second one
is the  middleware function that is responsible for serving static assets.

The  middleware function is based on  module
.

The main difference between  and  is that the second one
can be used outside of ExpressJS.
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Getting ready
In this recipe, you will see how to build a web application that will serve static assets in a
certain path. Before you start, create a new  file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Create a new directory named 1.
Move into the new  directory2.
Create a new file named 3.
Add the following code:4.

Save the file5.
Navigate back out of the  directory6.
Create a new file named 7.
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Add the following code. Initialize a new ExpressJS application:8.

Include the  configurable middleware function and Pass the9.
path of the  directory where  file is located:

Listen on port  for new connections:10.

Save the file11.
Open a terminal and run:12.

      node serve-static-assets.js

To see the result, in your browser, navigate to:13.

How it works...
Our  file will be shown because we specified  as the root directory where to
look for assets.

Try changing the path from  to . Then, you will be able to see that the
 file, and other files that you want to include in the  directory, will be

accessible under .
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There's more...
Let's pretend that you have a big project that serves dozens of static files, including images,
font files, and PDF documents (those about privacy and legal stuff) among others. You
decided that you want to keep them in separate files, but you do not want to change the
mount path or URI. They can be served under , for example, but they will exist in
separate directories in your project directory:

First, let's create the first  directory that will contain a single file named
:

Create a new directory named  if you didn't create it in the previous1.
recipe
Move into the new  directory2.
Create a new file named 3.
Add the following code:4.

Save the file5.

Now, let's create a second public directory that will contain another file named
:

Move back out of the  directory6.
Create a new directory named 7.
Move into the new  directory8.
Create a new empty file named 9.
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Add the following code:10.

Save the file11.

As you can see, both files exist in different directories. To serve those files under one mount
point:

Move back out of the  directory1.
Create a new file named 2.
Include the ExpressJS and path libraries. Then, initialize a new ExpressJS3.
application:

Define a router:4.

Use the  configurable middleware function to include both5.
directories,  and :
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Mount the Router to the  path:6.

Listen on port  for new connections:7.

Save the file8.
Open a terminal and run:9.

      node router-serve-static.js

To see the result, in the browser, navigate to:10.

     

Two different files in different locations were served under one path11.

If two or more files with the same name exist under different directories,
only the first one found will be displayed on the client-side.

Parsing the HTTP request body
 is a middleware function that parses the incoming request body and makes

it available in the  object as
 .

This module allows an application to parse the incoming request as:

JSON
Text
Raw (buffer original incoming data)
URL encoded form

The module supports automatic decompression of gzip and deflates encodings when the
incoming request is compressed.
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Getting ready
In this recipe, you will see how to use the  NPM module to parse the content
body sent from two different forms encoded in two different ways. Before you start, create
a new  file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Two forms will be displayed to the user, both of them will send data to our web server
application encoded in two different ways. The first one is a URL encoded form while the
other one will encode its body as plain text.

Create a file named 1.
Include the  NPM module. Then, initialize a new ExpressJS2.
application:

Include the  middleware functions to handle URL encoded3.
requests and text plain requests:

Add a new route method to handle  requests for path . Serve HTML4.
content with two forms that submit data using different encodings:
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Add a new route method to handle  requests for path . Display5.
on terminal the content of :

Listen on port  for new connections:6.

Save the file7.
Open a terminal and run:8.

      node parse-form.js

In your web browser, navigate to:9.
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Fill the first input box with any data and submit the form:10.
In your web browser, navigate back to:11.

Fill the second input box with any data and submit the form:12.
Check the output in the terminal13.

How it works...
Terminal outputs something like:

Two parsers are used above:

The first one  parses incoming requests for1.
 encoding type. The result is available as an Object in

The second one  parses incoming requests for 2.
encoding type. The result is available as a String in 

Compressing HTTP responses
compression is a middleware function that compresses the response body that will be send
to the client. This module uses the  module  that
supports the following content-encoding mechanisms:

gzip
deflate

The  HTTP header is used to determine which content-encoding
mechanism is supported on the client-side (for example web browser) while the 

 HTTP header is used to tell the client which content encoding mechanism was
applied to the response body.
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 is a configurable middleware function. It accepts an  object as the
first argument to define a specific behavior for the middleware and also to pass 
options as well.

Getting ready
In this recipe, we will see how to configure and use the  NPM module to
compress the request body sent to the client. Before you start, create a new 
file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Create a new file named 1.
Include the  NPM module. Then, initialize a new ExpressJS2.
application:

Include the  middleware function. Specify the  of3.
compression to  (best compression) and , or minimum size in bytes
that the response should have to consider compressing the response body, to 
bytes:
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Define a route method to handle  requests for path  which will serve a4.
sample HTML content that we expect to be compressed and will print the
encodings that the client accepts:

Listen on port  for new connections:5.

Save the file6.
Open a terminal and run:7.

      node compress-site.js

In your browser, navigate to:8.

How it works...
The output of the Terminal will show the content encoding mechanism that the client (for
example web browser) supports. It may look something like this:

      [ 'gzip', 'deflate', 'sdch', 'br', 'identity' ]
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The content encoding mechanism sent by the client is used by  internally to
know if compression is supported. If compression is not supported, then the response body
is not compressed.

If opening Chrome Dev Tools or similar and analyzing the request made, the 
 header that was sent by the server indicates the kind of content encoding

mechanism used by .

The  library sets the  header to the encoding mechanism
used for compressing the response body.

The  option is set by default to 1 KB which means that if the
response size is below the number of bytes specified, then it is not
compressed. Set it to 0 or  to compress the response even when the
size is below 1 KB

Using an HTTP request logger
As previously seen, writing a request logger is simple. However, writing our own could
take precious time. Luckily, there are several other alternatives out there. For example, a
very popular HTTP request logger widely used is
morgan .

morgan is a configurable middleware function that takes two arguments  and
 which are used to specify the format in which the logs are displayed and what

kind of information needs to be displayed.
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There are several predefined formats:

: Minimal output
: Same as tiny, including remote IP address

: Standard Apache log output
: Standard Apache combined log output

: Displays the same information as the tiny format does. However, the
response statuses are colored.

Getting ready
Create a new  file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Let's build a working example. We will include the morgan configurable middleware
function with the  format to display information of every request.

Create a new file named 1.
Initialize a new ExpressJS application:2.
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Include the  configurable middleware. Pass  as the format we will3.
use as the first argument to the middleware function:

Define a route method to handle all  requests:4.

Listen on port  for new connections:5.

Save the file6.
Open a terminal and run:7.

       node morgan-logger.js

To see the result in your terminal, in your web browser, navigate to:8.

Managing and creating virtual domains
Managing virtual domains is really easy with ExpressJS. Imagine that you have two or
more subdomains, and you want to serve two different web applications. However, you do
not want to create a different web server application for each subdomain. In this kind of
situation, ExpressJS allows developers to manage virtual domains within a single web
server application using vhost 

.

vhost is a configurable middleware function that accepts two arguments. The first one is
the . The second argument is the request handler which will be called when the

 matches.

The  follows the same rules as route paths do. They can be either a string or a
regular expression.
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Getting ready
Create a new  file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Build two mini applications using Router that will be served in two different sub-domains:

Create a new file named 1.
Include  NPM module. Then, initialize a new ExpressJS application:2.

Define two routers that we will use to build two mini-applications:3.

Add a route method to handle  requests for path  in the first router:4.

Add a route method to handle  requests for path  in the second router:5.
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Mount our routers to our ExpressJS application. Serve the first application under6.
 and the second under :

Listen on port  for new connections:7.

Save the file8.
Open a terminal and run:9.

To see the result, in your web browser navigate to:10.

There's more...
 adds a  to the  object, which contains the complete

hostname (displaying the hostname and port), hostname (without the port), and matching
strings. These give you more control in how to handle virtual domains.

For example, we could write an application that allows users to have their own sub-domain
with their name:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the  NPM module. Then, initialize a new ExpressJS application:2.
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Define a new router. Then, add a route method to handle  requests on path3.
. Use the  object to access the array of subdomains:

Mount the router:4.

Listen on port  for new connections:5.

Save the file6.
Open a terminal and run:7.

To see the result, in your web browser, navigate to:8.
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Securing an ExpressJS web application with
Helmet
Helmet allows to protect web server applications against common attacks, such as cross-
site scripting (XSS), insecure requests, and clickjacking.

Helmet is a collection of 12 middleware functions that allow you to set specific HTTP
headers:

: This is an effective way to whitelist what1.
kind of external resources are allowed in your web application, such as
JavaScript, CSS, and images, for instance.

: This is a way of providing more transparency for2.
certificates issued for a specific domain or specific domains

.
: This tells the browser if it should perform domain3.

name resolution (DNS) on resources that are not yet loaded, such as links.
: This helps to prevent clickjacking by telling the browser not to4.

allow your web application to be put inside an 
: This simply hides the  header indicates not to5.

display what technology powers the server. ExpressJS sets this header to
 by default.

: This helps to prevent man-in-the-middle-attacks6.
by pinning your web application's public keys to the header.

: This tells the browser to strictly stick to7.
the HTTPs version of your web application.

: This prevents Internet Explorer from executing untrusted8.
downloads, or HTML files, on the context of your site, thus preventing the
injection of malicious scripts.

: This tells the browser to disable browser caching.9.
: This forces the browser to disable mime sniffing or10.

guessing the content type of a served file.
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: The referrer headers provide the server with data regarding11.
where the request was originated. It allows developers to disable it, or set a
stricter policy for setting a  header.

: This prevents reflected cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks by setting12.
the  header.

Getting ready
In this recipe, we will use most of the middleware functions provided by Helmet to secure
our ExpressJS web application against common attacks. Before you start, create a new

 file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Create a new file named 1.
Include the ExpressJS, helmet, and body NPM modules:2.

Generate a random ID which will be used for  which is an HTML attribute3.
used for whitelist which scripts or styles are allowed to be executed inline in the
HTML code:
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Use body parser to parse JSON request body for  and 4.
 content types.  is a content type that

contains a JSON request body of type  which is sent by the browser when
one or several CSP rules are violated:

Use the  middleware function to define directives.5.
 specifies where resources can be loaded from. The  option

specifies to load resources only from your own domain. We will use 
instead, which means that no resources will be loaded. However, because we are
whitelisting , we will be able to load Javascript scripts but only the
ones that have the  that we will specify. The  is used to tell the
browser where to send violation reports of our :

Add a route method to handle  request for path  to6.
receive violation reports from the client:

Use the  middleware to disable prefetch of resources:7.
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Use the  middleware function to disable your application from8.
being loaded inside a :

Use the  middleware function to replace the 9.
header and set a fake one:

Use the  middleware function to disable IE untrusted executions:10.

Use the  middleware function to disable mime-type guessing:11.

Use the  middleware function to make the header available12.
only for our domain:

Use the  middleware function to prevent Reflected XSS attacks:13.

Add a route method to handle  requests on path  and serve a sample14.
HTML content that will try to load an image from an external source, try to
execute an inline script, and try to load an external script without a 
specified. We will add a valid script as well that is allowed to be executed
because a  attribute will be specified:
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Listen on port  for new connections:15.

Save the file16.
Open a terminal and run:17.

To see the results, in your web browser, navigate to:18.

How it works...
How everything works is pretty straight forward with . You specify the security
measures you want to implement by choosing and applying a specific  middleware
function and  will do the work of setting the right headers that will be sent to the
client.

In the client side (web browser), everything just works by its own. The web browser is in
charge of interpreting the headers sent by the server and applying the security policies.
This also means that old browsers cannot support or understand all these headers. Saying
that, there are not many good reasons why you would want to support old web browsers if
you have security in mind for your application.
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If you are using Chrome, for instance, you should be able to see something similar to this in
the console:

In the Terminal, you should be able to see similar output to the following that is1.
sent by the browser:
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Using template engines
Template engines allow you to generate HTML code in a more convenient way. Templates
or views can be written in any format, interpreted by a template engine that will replace
variables with other values, and finally transform to HTML.

A big list of template engines that work out of the box with ExpressJS, is available in the
official website at .

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will build your own template engine. To develop and use your own
template engine, you will first need to register it, then define the path where the views are
located, and finally tell ExpressJS which template engine to use.
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Before you start, create a new  file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
First create a  directory which will contain a simple template:

Create a new directory named 1.
Create a new file named  inside our  directory2.
Add the following code:3.

Save the file4.

Now, create a new template engine that will transform the previous template into HTML
and replace  with the options provided:

Move out of the  directory1.
Create a new file named 2.
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Include the ExpressJS and fs (file system) libraries. Then, initialize a new3.
ExpressJS application:

Use the  method to register a new template engine named . We will4.
read the file's content and replace  with the one specified in the 
object:

Define the path where the views are located. Our template is located in the5.
 directory:

Tell ExpressJS to use our template engine:6.
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Add a route method to handle  requests for path  and render our home7.
template. Provide the  and  options which will replace

 and  in our template:

Listen on port  for new connections:8.

Save the file9.
Open a terminal and run:10.

node my-template-engine.js

In your browser, navigate to:11.

The template engine we just have wrote doesn't escape HTML characters.
That means, you should be careful if replacing those properties with data
gotten from the client because it may be vulnerable to XSS attacks. You
may want to use a template engine from the official ExpressJS website that
is safer.

Debugging your ExpressJS web application
Debugging information on ExpressJS about all of the cycle of a web application is
something simple. ExpressJS uses the debug NPM module internally to log information.
Unlike , debug logs can easily be disabled on production mode.
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Getting ready
In this recipe, you will see how to debug your ExpressJS web application. Before you start,
create a new  file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Create a new file named 1.
Initialize a new ExpressJS application:2.

Add a route method to handle  requests for any path:3.

Listen on port  for new connections:4.

Save the file5.
Open a terminal and run:6.
On Windows:7.

      set DEBUG=express:* node debugging.js
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On Linux or MacOS:8.

      DEBUG=express:* node debugging.js

In your web browser, navigate to:9.

Observe your terminal's output for logs10.

How it works...
The  environment variable is used to tell the debug module which parts of the 
ExpressJS application to debug. In our previously written code,  tells the debug
module to log everything related to the express application.

We could use  to displays logs related to the Router or routing of
ExpressJS.

There's more...
You can use the debug NPM module in your own projects. For example:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following code:2.
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Save the file3.
Open a terminal and run:4.
On Windows:5.

set DEBUG=myapp node myapp.js

On Linux and MacOS:6.

      DEBUG=myapp node myapp.js

In your web browser, navigate to:7.
Observe your Terminal's output. It would display something like:8.

You can use the  environment variable to tell the  module to displays logs not
only for  but also for ExpressJS like so:

On Windows:

set DEBUG=myapp,express:* node myapp.js

On Linux and MacOS:

DEBUG=myapp,express:* node myapp.js
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Building a RESTful API

In this chapter, we will cover the following recipes:

CRUD operations using ExpressJS' route methods
CRUD operations with Mongoose
Using Mongoose query builders
Defining document instance methods
Defining static model methods
Writing middleware functions for Mongoose
Writing custom validators for Mongoose's schemas
Building a RESTful API to manage users with ExpressJS and Mongoose

Technical requirements
You will be required to have an IDE, Visual Studio Code, Node.js and MongoDB. You will
also need to install Git, in order use the Git repository of this book.

The code files of this chapter can be found on GitHub:

Check out the following video to see the code in action:
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Introduction
Representation State Transfer (REST) is an architectural style that the web was built on.
More specifically, the HTTP 1.1 protocol standards were built using the REST principles.
REST provides a representation of a resource. URLs (Uniform Resource Locator) are used
to define the location of a resource and tell the browser where it is located.

A RESTful API is a web service API that adheres to this architectural style.

The most commonly used HTTP verbs or methods are:  and .
These methods are the basis for persistent storage and are known as CRUD operations
(Create, Read, Update, and Delete).

In this chapter, the recipes will be focused on building a RESTful API using the REST
architectural style with ExpressJS and Mongoose.

CRUD operations using ExpressJS' route
methods
ExpressJS' router has equivalent methods to handle HTTP methods. In other words, the
HTTP methods , , , and  can be handled by this code:
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It's good to think of every URL as a noun and because of that a verb can act on it. In fact,
HTTP methods are also known as HTTP verbs. If we think about them as verbs, when a
request is made to our RESTful API, they can be understood as:

Post a user
Get a user
Update a user
Delete a user.

In the MVC (model-view-controller) architectural pattern, controllers are in charge of
transforming input to something a model or view can understand. In other words, they
transform input into actions or commands and sends them to the model or view to update
accordingly.

ExpressJS' route methods usually act as controllers. They just get input from a client such as
a request from the browser, and then converts the input to actions. These actions are then
sent to the model, which is the business logic of your application, such as a mongoose
model, or to a view (a ReactJS client application) to update.

Getting ready
Keeping in mind that we can invoke an action over a resource using HTTP methods, we
will see how to build a RESTful API web service based on those concepts. Before you start,
create a new  file with the following code:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running this line of code:

      npm install
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How to do it...
Build a RESTful API with an in-memory database or an array of objects that will contain a
list of users. We will allow CRUD operations using HTTP methods to add a new user, get a
user or list of users, update a user's data, and delete a user:

Create a new file named 1.
Import the packages that we need and create an ExpressJS application:2.

Define an in-memory database:3.

Create a model which will contain functions for making CRUD operations:4.
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Add a request handler for the  method that will be used as a 5.
operation. A new user will be added to the  array:

Add a request handler for the  method that will be used as a  or6.
 operation. If an  is given, look for the user in the  array.

However, If the given  is , it will return the whole list of users:

Add a request handler for the  method that will be used as an 7.
operation. An  needs to be provided in order to update a specific user in the

 array:

Add a request handler for the  method that will be used as a 8.
operation. It will look for the user in the  array and remove it:

Start your application listening on port  for new connections:9.
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Save the file.10.
Open a Terminal and run this code:11.

      node restfulapi.js

Let's test it...
To make it simple, create a script that will request and make CRUD operations on our
RESTful API server:

Create a new file named .1.
Add the following code:2.

Save the file.3.
Open a new Terminal and run this code:4.

node test-restfulapi.js
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How it works...
Our RESTful API application will be running locally on port . When running the test
code, it will connect to it and make several requests using different HTTP methods to create
a user, retrieve a user, update a user, and delete a user. All the operations will be logged in
the Terminal.

If you prefer to test it yourself, you can replace all the code inside the  function, and
use the  function to make custom requests. For instance, to create a new user called :

r(`/users/Smith`, 'post')

CRUD operations with Mongoose
One of many reasons why developers opt to use Mongoose instead of the official MongoDB
driver for Node.js is that it allows you to create data structures with ease by using schemas
and also because of the built-in validation. MongoDB is a document-oriented database,
meaning that the structure of the documents varies.

In the MVC architectural pattern, Mongoose is often used for creating models that shape or
define data structures.

This is how a typical Mongoose schema would be defined and then compiled into a model:

Model names should be in singular since Mongoose will make them
plural and lowercase them when saving the collection to the database. For
instance, if the model is named "User", it will be saved as a collection
named "users" in MongoDB. Mongoose includes an internal dictionary to
pluralize common names. That means if your model's name is a common
name, such as "Person", it will be saved in MongoDB as a collection
named "people".
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Mongoose allows the following types to define a schema's path or document structure:

String
Number
Boolean
Array
Date
Buffer
Mixed
Objectid
Decimal128

A schema type can be declared by using directly the global constructor function for
, , , , and :

These schema types are also available under an object called  in the exported
 object:
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Schema types can be declared using an object as a property that gives you more control
over the specific schema type. Take the following code, for example:

Schema types can also be arrays. For instance, if we want a field to define what are the
things the user likes in an array of strings, you could use this code:

To learn more about schema types, visit the official Mongoose documentation
website: .

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will see how to define a schema and perform CRUD operation on the
database collection. First, ensure that you have MongoDB installed and it's running. As an
alternative, if you prefer, a MongoDB DBaaS (Database as a Service) instance in the cloud 
will also do. Before you start, create a new  file with the following code:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running this code:

      npm install
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How to do it...
Define a user schema that will contain user's first name, last name, and an array of strings
that define the things the user likes:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the Mongoose NPM module. Then, create a connection to MongoDB:2.

Define a schema:3.

Compile the schema into a model:4.

Define a function that will be used for adding new users:5.

Define a function that will be used for retrieving a user from the collection of6.
users by its :

Define a function that will remove the user from the collection of users by its :7.
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Define an event listener that will perform CRUD operations once the there is a8.
connection to the database. First, add a new user and save it. Then, retrieve the
same user using its . Next, modify the user's properties and save it. Finally,
remove the user from the collection by its :

Save the file.9.
Open a Terminal and run this code:10.

node mongoose-models.js

Executing the previous command in the Terminal, if successful, would display something
similar to the following, for instance, a code such as this:
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See also
, Introduction to the MERN Stack, section Installing NPM Packages
, Introduction to the MERN Stack, section Installing MongoDB

Using Mongoose query builders
Every Mongoose model has static helper methods to do several kinds of operations, such as
retrieving a document. When a callback is passed to these helper methods, the operation is
executed immediately:

Otherwise, if there is no defined callback, a query builder interface is returned, which can be
later executed:

Queries also have a  function which can be used as a . When  is called,
it first executes the query internally with  which then returns a . This allows
us to use  as well. Inside a  function, for instance:
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There are two ways that we can make a query. One is by providing a JSON object that is
used as a condition and the other way allows you to create a query using chaining syntax.
The chaining syntax will feel more comfortable to developers who are more familiar with
SQL databases. For example:

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will build up queries using chaining syntax and using 
functions. First, ensure that you have MongoDB installed and it's running. As an
alternative, if you prefer, a MongoDB DBaaS instance in the cloud will also do. Before you
start, create a new  file with the following code:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

      npm install

How to do it...
Create a new file named 1.
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Include the Mongoose NPM module. Then, create a new connection:2.

Define a schema:3.

Compile the schema into a model:4.

Once connected to the database, add a new document to the collection of users.5.
Then, using chaining syntax, query for the recently created user. Additionally,
use the  method to restrict which fields are retrieved from the document:
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Save the file6.
Open a Terminal and run:7.

node chaining-queries.js

See also
, Introduction to the MERN Stack, section Installing NPM Packages
, Introduction to the MERN Stack, section Installing MongoDB

Defining document instance methods
Documents have their own built-in instance methods such as  and . However,
we can write our own instance methods as well.

Documents are instances of models. They can be explicitly created:

Or they can be the result of a query:

Document instance methods are defined in the schema. All schemas have a method called
 which allows you to define custom instance methods.

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will define a schema and custom document instance methods for
modifying and reading document properties. First, ensure that you have MongoDB
installed and it's running. As an alternative, if you prefer, a MongoDB DBaaS instance in
the cloud will also do. Before you start, create a new  file with the following
code:
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Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running this code:

npm install

How to do it...
Create a new file named 1.
Include the Mongoose NPM module. Then, create a new connection to2.
MongoDB:

Define a schema:3.

Define a document instance method for setting a user's first name and last name4.
from a string containing their full name:

Define a document instance method for getting a user's full name concatenating5.
the  and  properties:
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Define a document instance method named  that will expect one argument6.
that will add to the  array of strings:

Define a document instance method named  which will remove one7.
thing previous liked by the user from the  array:

Compile the schema into a model:8.

Once Mongoose is connected to the database, create a new user and use9.
 method to populate the fields  and , then use

the  method to populate the  array. Next, use chaining syntax to
query for the user in the collection and use the  method to remove

 from the  array:
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Save the file.10.
Open a Terminal and run this code:11.

node document-methods.js

There's more...
Document instance methods can also be defined using the , schema property. For
instance:

See also
, Introduction to the MERN Stack, section Installing NPM Packages
, Introduction to the MERN Stack, section Installing MongoDB

Defining static model methods
Models have built-in static methods such as , , and .
Mongoose allow us to define custom static model methods as well. Static model methods
are defined in the schema in the same way as document instance methods are.

Schemas have a property called  which is an object. All the methods defined inside
the  object are passed to the model. Static model methods can also be defined by
calling the  schema method.
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Getting ready
In this recipe, you will define a schema and custom static model method for expanding
your model's capabilities. First, ensure that you have MongoDB installed and it's running.
As an alternative, if you prefer, a MongoDB DBaaS instance in the cloud will also do. Before
you start, create a new  file with the following code:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Define a static model method called  that will allow you to search for a
specific user using their full name:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the Mongoose NPM module and create a new connection to your2.
MongoDB:

Define a schema:3.
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Define  static model method:4.

Compile the schema into a model:5.

Once connected, create a new user and save it. Then, use the 6.
static model method to look for the user in the collection of users using their full
name:

Save the file6.
Open a Terminal and run this code:7.

node static-methods.js
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There's more...
Static model methods can also be defined using the  schema property. For
instance:

See also
, Introduction to the MERN Stack, section Installing NPM Packages
, Introduction to the MERN Stack, section Installing MongoDB

Writing middleware functions for Mongoose
Middleware functions in Mongoose are also called . There are two types of hooks

 and .

The difference, between  and post hooks, is pretty simple.  are called
before a method is called, and  are called after. For example:
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And later on, once the connection is made to the database, within an  function:

Once the  method is called, the  is executed first. After the document is
saved, the  is then executed. In the previous example, it will display in the
Terminal output the following text:

New user created: Smith John

There are four different types of middleware functions in Mongoose: document
middleware, model middleware, aggregate middleware, and query middleware. All of
them are defined on the schema level. The difference is, when the hooks are executed, the
context of  refers to the document, model, the aggregation object, or the query object.

All types of middleware support pre and post hooks

Getting ready
In this recipe, we will see how three of these types of middleware functions work in
Mongoose:

Document middleware
Model middleware
Query middleware

First, ensure that you have MongoDB installed and it's running. As an alternative, if you
prefer, a MongoDB DBaaS instance in the cloud will also do. Before you start, create a new

 file with the following code:
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Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

      npm install

How to do it...
In document middleware functions, the context of  refers to the document. A
document has the following built-in methods and you can define  for them:

: This is called internally, immediately after a document is returned from
MongoDB. Mongoose uses setters for marking the document as modified or
which fields of the document were modified.  initializes the document
without setters.

: This executes built-in and custom set validation rules for the
document.

: This saves the document in the database.
: This removes the document from the database.

Document middleware functions
Create  and  hooks for the document built-in methods:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the Mongoose NPM module and create a new connection to your2.
MongoDB:

Define a schema:3.
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Add a  and  hook for the  document method:4.

Add a  and  hook for the  document method:5.

Add a  and  hook for the  document method:6.

Add a  and  hook for the  document method:7.

Compile the schema into a model:8.
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Once a new connection is established, create a document and perform some basic9.
operations such as saving, retrieving, and deleting the document:

Save the file10.
Open a Terminal and run:11.

      node document-middleware.js

On the terminal, the output should display:12.

When you save a document, it first triggers the  hooks that ensure that the
fields pass the rules set by built-in validation rules or custom rules. In your code, the fields
are marked as required. Then it will trigger the  hooks. After, using a model method to
retrieve the recently created user from the database, once the document is retrieved, it
triggers the  hooks. Finally, removing the document from the database triggers the

 hooks.
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Within the hooks, you can interact with the document. For instance, the following  pre
hook will modify the fields  and  to make them upper-cased strings:

The same way, we can throw an error within the hook to prevent the next ones from being
executed. For instance:

Query middleware functions are defined exactly as document middleware functions are.
However, the context of  doesn't not refer to the document but instead to the query
object. Query middleware functions are only supported in the following model and query
functions:

: Counts the number of document that match a specific query condition
: Returns an array of documents that match a specific query condition

: Return a document that matches a specific query condition
: Similar to . However, after a document is found, it

is removed
: Similar to  but once a document matching a

specific query condition is found, the document can also be updated
: Update one or more documents that match a certain query condition

Query middleware functions
Create pre and post hooks for query built-in methods:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the Mongoose NPM module and create a new connection to your2.
MongoDB:
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Define a schema:3.

Define pre and post hooks for the , , , and  methods:4.
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Compile the schema into a model:5.

Once the connection to the database is successfully made, create a document,6.
save it, and use the methods for which we defined hooks for:

Save the file7.
Open a Terminal and run:8.

      node query-middleware.js

On the terminal, the output should display something similar to:9.
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Finally, there is only one model instance method that supports hooks:

: This validates an array of documents and saves them in the
database only if all the documents in the array passed validation

As you probably guessed, a model middleware function is also defined in the same way as
query middleware methods and document middleware methods are.

Model middleware functions
Create a  and  hook for the  model instance method:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the Mongoose NPM module and create a new connection to your2.
MongoDB:

Define a schema:3.

Define  and  hooks for the  model method:4.
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Compile the schema into a model:5.

Once a connection to the database was established, use the  method6.
to insert two documents at once:

Save the file7.
Open a Terminal and run:8.

      node query-middleware.js

On the Terminal, the output should display:9.

There's more...
It's useful to mark the fields as required to avoid having "null" values being saved in the
database. An alternative is to set default values for the fields that are not explicitly defined
in the creation time of the document. For instance:
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When a new document is created, if no path or property  is assigned, then it will
assign the default value defined in the schema type option .

The schema type  option can also be a function. The value
returned by calling this function is assigned as the default value.

Sub-documents or arrays can also be created by just adding brackets when defining the
schema type. For instance:

When a new document is created, it will expect an array of strings in the  property
or path. If no array is provided, then the default values will be used to create the document.

See also
, Introduction to the MERN Stack, section Installing NPM Packages
, Introduction to the MERN Stack, section Installing MongoDB

Writing custom validators for Mongoose's
schemas
Mongoose has several built-in validation rules. For instance, if you define a property with a
schema type of  and set it as , two validation rules will be executed, one
that checks for the property to be a valid  and another one for checking that the
property is not  or .
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Custom validation rules and custom error validation messages can also be defined in
Mongoose for having more control on how and when certain properties are accepted before
they can be saved in the database.

Validation rules are defined in the schema. All schema types have a built-in validator
 which means it cannot contain  or  values. The 

validator can be of type , a , or an . For example:

String schema types have the following built-in validators:

: This states that the string can only have the value specified in the 
array. For instance:

: This uses  to test the value. For instance, to allow values that start
with :

: This defines the maximum length that a string can have.
: This defines the minimum length that a string can have. For

instance, to allow only strings between  and  characters:
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Number schema types have two built-in validators:

: This defines the minimum value that a number can have.
: This defines the maximum value that a number can have. For instance, to

allow only numbers between  and :

Undefined values pass all validators without error. If you want to throw
an error if a value is , do not forget to use the 
validator to 

When built-in validators sometimes do not satisfy your requirements or you wish to
perform complex validation rules, you have an option or property called  This
accepts an object that has two properties,  and  that allow us to write
custom validators:

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will see how to use custom validation rules to ensure that a certain field
matches or fulfils a defined rule. First, ensure that you have MongoDB installed and it's
running. As an alternative, if you prefer, a MongoDB DBaaS instance in the cloud will also
do. Before you start, create a new  file with the following code:
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Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

      npm install

How to do it...
Create a user schema and ensure that all user names are of type string, have a minimum
length of six characters, have a maximum length of 20 characters, match a regular
expression, and are required:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the Mongoose NPM module and create a new connection to the2.
database:

Define a schema including validation rules for the  field:3.

Compile the schema into a model:4.
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Once a connection with the database is established, create a new document with5.
invalid fields and use the  document method to trigger the
validation built-in and custom methods:

Save the file6.
Open a Terminal and run:7.

      node custom-validation.js

On the Terminal, the output should display:8.

See also
, Introduction to the MERN Stack, section Installing NPM Packages
, Introduction to the MERN Stack, section Installing MongoDB
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Building a RESTful API to manage users
with ExpressJS and Mongoose
In this recipe, you will build a RESTful API that will allow the creation of new users, log in,
display user information, and delete a user's profile. Furthermore, you will learn how to
build a NodeJS REPL with a client API that you can use to interact with your server's
RESTful API.

A REPL (Read-Eval-Print Loop) is like an interactive shell where you can execute
commands one after another. For instance, the Node.js REPL can be opened by running this
command in your terminal:

node -i

Here, the  flag stands for interactive. Now, you can execute the JavaScript code that gets
evaluated piece by piece in a new context.

Getting ready
This recipe will be focused on showing the integration of Mongoose with ExpressJS using
what was seen in previous recipes. First, ensure that you have MongoDB installed and it's
running. As an alternative, if you prefer, a MongoDB DBaaS instance in the cloud will also
do. Before you start, create a new  file with the following code:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running this code:

npm install
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How to do it...
Firstly, create a file named  that will include two middleware functions. One
that configures a session and the other that makes sure that there is a connection to the
MongoDB before allowing any route to be called. Then, we mount our API routes to a
specific path:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the required libraries. Then, initialize a new ExpressJS application and2.
create a connection to MongoDB:

Use the  middleware to parse the request body as JSON:3.

Define an ExpressJS middleware function that will ensure your web application4.
is connected to MongoDB first before allowing next route handlers to be
executed:
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Configure  middleware to store sessions in the Mongo5.
database instead of storing in memory:

Mount the API controller to the  route:6.

Listen on port 1773 for new connections:7.

Save the file8.

Then, create a new directory named . Next, create the model or business logic of your
application. Define a schema for users with static and instance methods that will allow a
user to signup, login, logout, get profile data, change their password, and remove their
profile:

Create a new file named  in the  directory1.
Include the Mongoose NPM module and also the  NodeJS module that2.
will be used to generate a hash for the user passwords:
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Define the schema:3.

Define a static model method for :4.

Define a static model method for :5.
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Define a document instance method for :6.

Compile the Mongoose schema into a model and export it:7.

Save the file8.

Finally, define a controller that will transform the request body to actions that our model
can understand. Then export it as an ExpressJS router that contains all API paths:

Create a new file named  in the  folder1.
Import  and initialize a new ExpressJS Route:2.

Define a request handler to check if a user is logged in and another request3.
handler to check if the user is not logged in:
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Define a  request method to handle requests to  endpoint:4.

Define a  request method to handle requests to  endpoint:5.

Define a  request method to handle requests to  endpoint:6.

Define a  request method to handle requests to  endpoint:7.
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Define a  request method to handle requests to  endpoint:8.

Define a delete request method to handle requests to  endpoint:9.

Export the route:10.

Save the file11.
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Let's test it...
You have built a RESTful API that allows users to subscribe or sign up, log in, log out, get
their profile, and delete their profile. These actions can be performed by making HTTP
requests to the server. We will build now a small NodeJS REPL and client API that could
allow you to interact with your RESTful API server with plain JavaScript functions:

Move to the root of your project directory and create a new file named 1.
.

Include the  NPM module that will allow making HTTP request to2.
the server. Include as well, the  and  Node.js modules that will allow you
to create an interactive Node.js REPL:

Define a variable that will later contain the session ID from the cookie once the3.
user is logged-in. The cookie will be used to allow the server recognize the
logged in user for actions such as getting information about your profile or
changing password:

Define a helper function named  that will allow to make HTTP requests to4.
the server. The  options, allows to send and receive cookies from
and to the server. We define the  that will tell the server the content type
of the request body that will be sent as JSON content:
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Define a method that will allow users to sign up:5.

Define a method that will allow users to log in:6.

Define a method that will allow users to log out:7.

Define a method that will allow users to get their profile:8.

Define a method that will allow users to change their password:9.

Define a method that will allow users to delete their profile:10.
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Use the start method from the REPL exported object to start a new REPL server.11.
We will specify the eval method to execute JavaScript code using the VM
module, then, if a Promise is returned, it will wait for the Promise to be resolved
before allowing the user to input more commands or type more JavaScript code
in the REPL. We will also specify also the writer method that will pretty-print the
result of calling the previously defined methods:
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Add the previously defined methods to the context of the REPL server where the12.
JavaScript code will be executed:

Save the file13.

Now you can run on a terminal your RESTful API server:

node server.js

And in a different terminal, run the NodeJS REPL application that you just created:

node client-repl.js

In the REPL, you can execute JavaScript code and you have also access to the exported
methods. For instance, you can execute the following JavaScript code line by line in your
REPL:

How it works...
Your RESTful API server will accept requests for the following paths:

: If a username does not exist in the  collection in
MongoDB, an error message is sent to the client. Otherwise, it returns a welcome
message.

: This destroys the session ID.
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: This creates a new username with the defined password.
However, an error will be sent to the client if the username or password does not
pass the validation. It will also send an error message to the client when the
username already exists.

: If the user is logged in, the user information is sent to the
client. Otherwise, an error message is sent to the client.

: This will change the current logged-in user's
password. However, if the user is not logged-in, an error message is sent to the
client.

: This will remove a logged-in user's profile from the
collection  in MongoDB. The session will be destroyed and a confirmation
message is sent to the client. If the user is not logged-in, an error message is sent
to the client

See also
, Introduction to MERN Stack, section Installing NPM Packages
, Introduction to MERN Stack, section Installing MongoDB
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Real-Time Communication with

Socket.IO and ExpressJS
In this chapter, we will cover the following recipes:

Understanding NodeJS events
Understanding Socket.IO events
Working with Socket.IO namespaces
Defining and joining to Socket.IO rooms
Writing middleware for Socket.IO
Integrating Socket.IO with ExpressJS
Using ExpressJS middleware in Socket.IO

Technical requirements
You will be required to have an IDE, Visual Studio Code, Node.js and MongoDB. You will
also need to install Git, in order use the Git repository of this book.

The code files of this chapter can be found on GitHub:

Check out the following video to see the code in action:
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Introduction
Modern web applications usually require real-time communication where data is
continuously flowing from client to server and vice versa with (almost) no delay.

The HTML5 WebSocket Protocol was created to fulfill this requirement. WebSocket uses a
single TCP connection that is kept open even when the server or client is not sending any
data. That means, while a connection between the client and the server exists, data can be
sent at any time without having to open a new connection to the server.

Real-time communication has several applications from building chat applications to multi-
user games, where the response time is really important.

In this chapter, we will focus on learning how to build a real-time web application using
Socket.IO ( ) and understanding the Node.js event-driven architecture.

Socket.IO is one of the most used libraries for implementing real-time communication.
Socket.IO uses WebSocket whenever possible but falls-back to other methods when
WebSocket is not supported on a specific web browser. Because you probably want to make
your application accessible from any web browser, having to work directly with WebSocket
may not seem like a good idea.

Understanding Node.js events
Node.js has an event-driven architecture. Most of Node.js' core API is built around

. This is a Node.js module that allows  to subscribe to certain 
named events that can be triggered later by an emitter.
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You can define your own event emitter easily by just including the events Node.js module
and creating a new instance of :

Then, you can trigger the  event by using the  method:

It is actually, pretty simple. One of the advantages is that you can subscribe multiple
listeners to the same event, and they will get triggered when the  method is used:

The  API provides several helpful methods that give you more control to
handle events. Check the official Node.js documentation to see all information about the
API: .

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will create a class that will extend , and which will
contain its own instance methods to trigger listeners attached to a specific event. First,
create a new project by opening a Terminal and running the following line:

npm init
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How to do it...
Create a class that extends  and define two instance methods called 
and . When the  method is called, it will trigger all listeners attached to the

 event. It will keep the starting time using . Then, when the 
method is called, it will trigger all listeners attached to the  event passing as an
argument the difference in time since the  method was called:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the events NodeJS module:2.

Define two constants that we will use to convert the returned value of3.
 from seconds to nanoseconds and then to milliseconds:

Define a class named  with two instance methods:4.
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Create a new instance of the previously defined class:5.

Attach an event listener to the  event that will have a loop that will6.
perform multiplications. Afterwards, it will call the  method:

Attach an event listener to the  event that will print the time it took for the7.
event  to execute all its attached listeners:

Call the  method to trigger all  event listeners:8.

Save the file9.
Open a new Terminal and run:10.

      node timer.js

How it works...
When the  method is executed, it keeps the starting time using ,
which returns the current high-resolution real time in an array of two items, where the first
item is a number that represents seconds while the second item is another number that
represents nanoseconds. Then, it triggers all event listeners attached to the  event.

On the other side, when the  method is executed, it uses the result of previously
calling  as an argument to the same function, which returns the difference
in time. This is useful to measure the time from when the  method was called until
the time when the  method was called.
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There's more...
A common mistake is to assume that events are called asynchronously. It is true that
defined events can be called at any time. However, they are still executed synchronously.
Take the following example:

The outputs for the preceding code will be shown as follows:

1
2
3

If you have a loop running inside one of your events, the next event won't get called until
the previous one finishes executing.

Events can be made asynchronous by simply adding an  function as an event listener.
By doing so, every function will still be called in order from the first  defined to
the last. However, the emitter won't wait for the first  to finish its execution to
call the next listener. That means you cannot guarantee that the output will always be in the
same order, for instance:

The outputs for the preceding code will be shown as follows:

1
3
2

Asynchronous functions allow us to write non-blocking applications. If implemented
correctly, you won't run into problems like this above.
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 instances have a method called  which when executed,
providing an event name as an argument, returns an array of the attached listeners for that
specific event. We can use this method in a way to allow  functions to be executed in
the order they were attached, for instance:

This will execute and display output in the order they were attached:

1
2
3

Understanding Socket.IO events
Socket.IO is an event-driven module or library, and, as you probably guessed, is based on

. Everything in Socket.IO works with events. An event is triggered when a
new connection is made to the Socket.IO server and an event can be emitted to send data to
the client.

The Socket.IO server API differs from the Socket.IO client API. However, both work with
events to send data from client to server and vice versa.
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The Socket.IO server events
Socket.IO uses a single TCP connection to a single path. That means, by default, the
connection is made to the URL . However, within
Socket.IO, it allows you to define namespaces. That means, different end-points but the 
connection will still remain a single URL.

By default, Socket.IO Server uses the  or root namespace

You can, of course, define multiple instances and listen to different URLs as well. However,
we will assume, for the purpose of this recipe, that only one connection is created.

The Socket.IO namespace has the following events that your application can subscribe to:

 or : When a new connection is made, this event is fired. It
provides a socket object to the listener as the first parameter that represents the
new connection with the client

The Socket.IO socket object has the following events:

: This event is emitted when the client is going to be
disconnected from the server. It provides to the listener a parameter that specifies
the reason for the disconnection

: Similar to the disconnecting event. However, this event is fired
after the client has been disconnected from the server:
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: This event is emitted when an error occurs within events

: A user-defined event that will get fired when the client emits an
event with the same name. The client can emit an event providing data in the
arguments. On the server, the event will be fired and it will receive the data sent
by the client

Socket.IO client events
A client doesn't necessarily need to be a web browser. We could write a Node.js Socket.IO
client application as well.

The Socket.IO client events are extensive and give a lot of control over your application:

: This event gets fired when there is a successful connection to the server

: This event is emitted when there is an error when trying to
connect or reconnect to the server

 By default, the timeout set before a  and
 is emitted is 20 seconds. After this, the Socket.IO client may

try to reconnect to the server once again:
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: This event is fired when the client is disconnected from the server.
An argument is provided specifying the reason of the disconnection:

: Fired after a successful reconnection attempt. An argument is
provided that specifies how many attempts happened before the connection was
successful:

 or : This event is emitted when trying to
reconnect to the server. An argument is provided specifying the number of
current attempts to connect to the server:

: Similar to the  event. However, it gets fired
only if there is an error when trying to reconnect to the server:

 By the default, the maximum number of attempts is set to
. That means, it is unlikely that this event will ever get fired. However,

we can specify an option to limit the maximum number of connection attempts.
Let's see that later:

: In short, this event gets fired to check if the connection with the server is
still alive:
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: Fired when a response is received from the server after the event  is
fired. An argument is provided specifying the latency or response time:

: This event is fired when an error occurs within events:

: A user-defined event that gets fired when the event is emitted in
the server. The arguments provided by the server will be received by the client.

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will build a Socket.IO server and a Socket.IO client using what you have
just learned about events. Before you start, create a new  file with the
following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
A Socket.IO server will be built to respond to a single event named . When the event is
fired, it will get the server's current time and emit another event named 
providing two arguments, the current  and a  that specifies how many times a
request was made.

Create a new file named 1.
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Include the Socket.IO module and initialize a new server:2.

Define the URL path where connections will be made:3.

Use the root or  namespace:4.

When a new connection is made, initialize a  variable to . Then, add a5.
new listener to the  event that will increase the  by one, every time
there is a new request, and emit the  event that will be later defined
on the client side:

Listen on port  for new connections:6.

Save the file7.

Next, build a Socket.IO client that will connect to our server:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the Socket.IO client module:2.

Initialize a new Socket.IO client providing the server URL and an options object3.
where we will define the path used in the URL where the connections will be
made:
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Add an event listener to the  event. Then, when a connection is made,4.
using a  loop, emit the  event 5 times:

Add an event listener to the  event that will expect to receive two5.
arguments the time and a counter that specifies how many requests were made
to the server, then print on the console:

Save the file6.
Open a Terminal and run first the Socket.IO server:7.

node simple-io-server.js

Open another terminal and run the Socket.IO client:8.

node simple-io-client.js

How it works...
Everything works with events. Socket.IO allows events to be defined in the server side that
the client can emit. On the other side, it also allows to define events in the client side that
the server can emit.

When a user-defined event is emitted by the server side, the data is sent to the client. The
Socket.IO client checks whether there is a listener for that event first. Then, if there is a
listener, it will get triggered. The same thing happens the other way around when a user-
defined event is emitted by the client side:

An event listener  was added in our Socket.IO server's socket object which1.
can be emitted by the client side
An event listener  was added in our Socket.IO Client which can be2.
emitted by the server side
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On connection, the client emits the  event first3.
Afterwards, the  event is fired on the server side which will emit the 4.

 event providing two arguments, the current server's  and a
 that specifies how many times a request was made

Then, the  event is fired on the client side receiving two arguments5.
that were provided by the server, the  and a 

Working with Socket.IO namespaces
Namespaces are a way of separating the business logic of your application while reusing
the same TCP connection or minimizing the need for creating new TCP connections for to
implement real-time communication between the server and the client.

Namespaces look pretty similar to ExpressJS' route paths:

However, as mentioned in previous recipes, these are not related to URLs. By default, a
single TCP connection is created at this URL 

Reusing the same event names is a good practice when using namespaces. For example,
let's suppose that we have a Socket.IO server that we use to emit a  event
when the client emits a  event:
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As you can see, we defined a listener for the event  in two different
namespaces:

If the client is connected to the English or  namespace, when the
 event is fired, the client will receive 

On the other hand, if the client is connected to the Spanish or  namespace,
when the  event is fired, the client will receive 

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will see how to work with two different namespaces that contain the
same event names. Before you start, create a new  file with the following
content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Build a Socket.IO server that will fire a  event and send an object containing two
properties,  and , that will be used to populate HTML content in the selected
language. Use namespaces to separate and send different data according to the language 
that the client chooses, English or Spanish.

Create a new file named 1.
Include the Socket.IO npm module and the required modules for creating an2.
HTTP server:
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Use the  module to create a new HTTP server that will serve an HTML file3.
you will create later as a Socket.IO client:

Specify the path new connections will be made to:4.

For the  namespace, add a new event listener, , which when fired5.
will emit a  event on the client side and send an object including a 
and a  property in the English language:
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For the  namespace, do the same. However, the object sent to the client will6.
include a  and a  property in the Spanish language:

Listen on port  for new connections and attach Socket.IO to the underlying7.
HTTP server:

Save the file.8.

Afterwards, create a Socket.IO client that will connect to our server and populate HTML
content based on the data received from the server.

Create a new file named 1.
First, specify the document type as HTML5. Next to it, add an  tag and set2.
the language to English. Inside the  tag, include the  and  tags as
well:
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Inside the  tag, add the first three elements: a heading ( ) that will contain3.
the title of the content, a  tag that will include a message from the server, and a

 that will be used to switch to a different namespace. Also, include the
Socket.IO client library. The Socket.IO server will make the library file available
at this URL: http[s]://host:port/socket.io/socket.io.js . Then, also include as well
the  standalone library which will transform the code in the next steps into
JavaScript code that can run in all browsers:

Inside the , after the last  tags, add another  tag and set its4.
type to :

After that, inside the  tag, add the following JavaScript code5.
Define three constants that will contain a reference to the elements we have6.
created in the :

Define a Socket.IO client manager. It will help us to create sockets with the7.
provided configuration:

Create a new socket that will connect to the  namespace. We will assume 8.
that this is the default connection:
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Reserve two connections for namespaces  and . A reserved9.
connection will allow us to switch to a different namespace without the need of
to create a new TCP connection:

Add an event listener that, once the socket is connected, will emit a 10.
event to request data from the server:

Add an event listener for the  event that will get triggered when the client11.
received data from the server:

Add an event listener for the . When it gets clicked, switch to a different12.
namespace:

Save the file13.
Open a new terminal and run:14.

      node nsp-server.js

In the web browser, navigate to:15.

      http://localhost:1337/
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Let's test it...
To see your previous work in action, follow these steps:

Once you navigate to  in your web browser, click on1.
the  button to switch to the Spanish namespace
Click on the  button to switch back to the English2.
namespace

How it works...
This is what happens on the server side:

We defined two namespaces,  and , then added a new event listener,1.
, to the socket object.

When the  event is fired in any of the two defined namespaces, it will2.
emit a data event and send an object, that contains a title and a message property,
to the client

On the client side, inside the script tag in our HTML document:

Initially, a new socket is created for the namespace :1.

At the same time, we created two new sockets for the namespaces  and2.
. They will act as reserved connections:

After, an event listener connect was added that sends a request to the server on3.
connection
Then, another event listener data was added that is fired when data is received4.
from the server
Inside the event listener that handles onclick events for our button, we change5.
the nsp property to switch to a different namespace. However, for this to happen,
we had to disconnect the socket first, and call the open method to make a new
connection again using the new namespace
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Let's see one of the confusing parts about reserved connections. When you create one or
more sockets in the same namespace, the first connection is reused, for example:

On the client side, if there were no reserved connections, then switching to a namespace
that was not used before would result in a new connection being created.
If you are curious, remove these two lines from the  file:

Afterwards, restart or run the Socket.IO server again. You will notice that there is a slow
response when switching to a different namespace because a new connection is created
instead of being reused.

There is an alternative way of achieving the same goal. We could have created two sockets
that point to two different namespaces,  and . Then, we could have added two
event listeners connect and data to each socket. However, because the first and second
socket would contain the same event names and receive data in the same format from the
server, we would have gotten repeated code. Imagine the case if we had to do the same for
five different namespaces that have the same event names and receive data in the same
format, there would be too many repeated lines of code. This is where switching
namespaces and reusing the same socket object is helpful. However, there may be cases
were two or more different namespaces have different event names for different kinds of
event, in that case, it is better to add event listeners for each of the namespaces separately.
For example:

There's more...
On the client side, you have probably noticed one thing that we didn't use before,

.
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io.Manager
This allows us predefine or configure how new connections will be created. The options
defined in a , as the URL, will be passed to the socket on initiation.

In our HTML file, inside a  tag, we created a new instance of  and
passed two arguments; the server URL and an options object including a  property
which indicates where new connections will be made:

To find out more about the  API visit the official documentation Website offer
for Socket.IO .

Later, we used the  method to initialize and create a new Socket for the provided
namespace:

This way, it is easier to work with several namespaces at the same time without having to
configure each one of them with the same options.

Defining and joining Socket.IO rooms
Within namespaces, you can define rooms or channels that a socket can join and leave.

By default, a room is created with a random un-guessable ID for the connected socket:

On connection, when emitting an event, for example:
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What happens underneath is similar to this:

The  method was used to include the socket inside a room. In this case, the socket ID is
the joint room, and the only client connected to that room is the socket itself.

Because a socket ID represents a unique connection with a client and, by default, a room 
with the same ID is created; all data sent by the server to that room will be received only by
that client. However, if several clients or socket IDs join a room with the same name and the
server sends data; all clients could be able to receive it.

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will see how to join a room and broadcast a message to all clients
connected to that specific room. Before you start, create a new  file with the
following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install
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How to do it...
Build a Socket.IO server that will notify all the connected clients to the 
room when a new socket is connected.

Create a new file named 1.
Include the Socket.IO NPM module and initialize a new HTTP server:2.

Specify the path where new connections will be made:3.

Use the root namespace to listen for events:4.

Define a method that will be used to emit an  event to all5.
socket clients connected to the  providing as an argument the
number of connected clients:
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On connection, all newly connected Socket clients will join the .6.
Then, the server will emit a  event. After this, notify all connected
sockets to update the number of connected clients and also do the same
operation once a client is disconnected:

Listen on port  for new connections and attach Socket.IO to the HTTP7.
server:

Save the file.8.

After this, build a Socket.IO client that will connect to the Socket.IO server and populate the
HTML content with received data:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following code:2.
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Inside the script tag, add code in the following steps, starting from step 43.
Define two constants that will make a reference to two HTML elements that we4.
will update according to the data sent by the Socket.IO Server:

Define a Socket.IO Client Manager:5.

Use the root namespace which is the one used in the Socket.IO Server:6.

Add an event listener for the  event that expects an argument that will7.
contain a welcome message sent by the server:

Add an event listener for the  event that expects an8.
argument that will contain the number of connected clients:
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Save the file9.
Open a new Terminal and run:10.

      node rooms-server.js

On the web browser, navigate to:11.

      

Without closing the previous tab or window, on the web browser, navigate once12.
again to:

      

The number of connected clients in both tabs or windows should have increased13.
to 

There's more...
Sending the same message or data, to more than one client, is called broadcasting. The
method we have seen broadcasts a message to all clients, including the client that generated
the request.

There are other several methods to broadcast a message. For instance:

Which will emit an  event to all clients in  expect to the
sender or the socket that originated the request.

For a complete list check the official documentation of Socket.IO emit cheatsheet:

Writing middleware for Socket.IO
Socket.IO allows us to define two kinds of middleware functions in the server side:

Namespace middleware: Registers a function that gets executed for every new
connected Socket and has the following signature:
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Socket middleware: Registers a function that gets executed for every incoming
Packet and has the following signature:

It works similarly to how ExpressJS middleware functions do. We can add new properties
to the  or  objects. Then, we can call  to pass the control to the next
middleware in the chain. If  is not called, then the  won't be connected, or the

 received.

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will build a Socket.IO server application where you will define
middleware functions to restrict access to a certain namespace as well as restricting access
to a certain socket based on some criteria. Before you start, create a new  file
with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
The Socket.IO server application will expect the users to be logged-in in order for them to
be able to connect to the  namespace. Using socket middleware, we will also restrict
access to  namespace to a certain user:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the Socket.IO library and initialize a new HTTP server:2.
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Specify the path where new connections will be made:2.

Define an array of users that we will use as an in-memory database:3.

Define a method to verify if the provided username and password exist in the4.
users array:

Define a namespace middleware function that will check whether the user is5.
already logged-in. A client won't be able to connect to a specific namespace using
this middleware if they are not logged in:
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Define two namespaces, one for  and another for . The 6.
namespace will use our previously defined middleware function to check
whether the user is logged in:

When a new socket is connected to  namespace, first we will define a7.
socket middleware function for checking all incoming packages and ban access to
the  username. Then, we will add an event listener for the enter event that
will expect to receive a plain object containing a username and password, and if
they exist in the users array, then we set a session object which will tell whether
the user is logged in. Otherwise, we will send a  event with an error
message to the client:
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Listen on port 1337 for new connections and attach Socket.IO to the HTTP server:8.

Save the file9.

After this, build a Socket.IO client application that will connect to our Socket.IO Server and
allow us to attempt to log in and test:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following code:2.
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Inside the script tag, add the code in the following steps, starting from step 43.
Define three constant that will make a reference to the HTML elements that we4.
will use to get input or display output:

Define a Socket.IO Manager:5.

Let's define a namespace constant that will contain an object containing the6.
Socket.IO namespaces  and :

Add an event listener for the connect event to the  namespace. It will get7.
triggered only when the  namespace successfully connects to the server:

Add an event listener for the  event to the  namespace. It8.
will ask the  namespace to connect to the server again. If the user is logged
in, then the server will allow this connection:

Add an event listener for the  event to the  namespace. It will9.
display error messages sent by the server:
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Add an event listener for the submit event for the login form. It will emit the10.
enter event providing an object containing the username and password filled in
the form:

Save the file11.

Let's test it...
To see our previous work in action:

Run the Socket.IO server first. Open a new terminal and run:1.

      node middleware-server.js

On your web browser, navigate to:2.

      http://localhost:1337

You will see a login form with two fields,  and 3.
Try to log in with random invalid credentials. The following error is displayed:4.

Next, try to log in with  as  and any . The following5.
error is displayed:

After that, log in with any of the two other valid credentials. For instance, using6.
 as username and  as password. The following title is

displayed:
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Integrating Socket.IO with ExpressJS
Socket.IO works well with ExpressJS. In fact, it's possible to run an ExpressJS application
and a Socket.IO server using the same port or HTTP server.

Getting ready
In this recipe, we will see how to integrate Socket.IO with ExpressJS. You will build an
ExpressJS application that will serve an HTML file containing a Socket.IO client application.
Before you start, create a new  file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Create a Socket.IO client application that will connect to the Socket.IO server, that you will
build next, and display a welcome message sent by the server.

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following code:2.
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Save the file3.

Next, build an ExpressJS application and a Socket.IO server. The ExpressJS application will
serve the previously created HTML file on the root path :

Create a new file named 1.
Initialize a new Socket.IO server application and an ExpressJS application:2.

Define the URL path where new connections will be made to the Socket.IO3.
server:

Define a route method to serve our HTML file containing our Socket.IO client4.
application:

Define a namespace  and emit a  event with welcome message:5.
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Attach the Socket.IO to ExpressJS Server:6.

Save the file7.
Open the Terminal and run:8.

      node io-express-server.js

In your browser, visit:9.

      

How it works...
Socket.IO's  method expects to receive a HTTP server as a parameter in order to
attach the Socket.IO server application to it. The reason why we can attach Socket.IO to an
ExpressJS server application is because the  method returns the underlying HTTP
server to which ExpressJS is connected.

To sum up, the  method returns the underlying HTTP server. Then, it is passed as a
parameter to the  method. This way, we can share the same connection with
ExpressJS.

There's more...
So far, we have seen that we can share the same underlying HTTP server between
ExpressJS and Socket.IO. However, that is not all.

The reason why we define a Socket.IO path is actually useful when working with
ExpressJS. Take the following example:
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As you can see, we are using the same URL path for Socket.IO and ExpressJS. We accept
new connections to the Socket.IO server on the  path, but we also send content
for  using the GET route method.

Even though this preceding example won't actually break your application, make sure to
never use the same URL path to serve content from ExpressJS and accept new connections
for Socket.IO at the same time. For instance, changing the previous code to this:

While you may expect your browser, when visiting
, to display , that won't be the

case and you will see the following instead:

That is because Socket.IO will interpret the incoming data first and it won't understand the
data you just sent. In addition, your route handler will never be executed.

Besides that, the Socket.IO server also serves, by default, its own Socket.IO Client under the
defined URL path. For example, try visiting

 and you will be able to see the
minimized JavaScript code of the Socket.IO client.

If you wish to server your own version of Socket.IO client or if it is included in the bundle
of your application, you can disable the default behavior in your Socket.IO server
application with the  method:
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See also
, Building a Web server with ExpressJS, section Using Express.js' built-in

middleware function for serving static assets

Using ExpressJS middleware in Socket.IO
Socket.IO namespace middleware works pretty similar to how ExpressJS middleware does.
In fact, the Socket Object also contains a  and a  object that we can use to
store other properties in the same manner as we do with ExpressJS middleware functions:

Because ExpressJS middleware functions have the following signature:

We can safely execute the same function in a Socket.IO namespace middleware passing the
necessary arguments:

However, that doesn't mean that all ExpressJS middleware functions will work out of the
box. For example, if an ExpressJS middleware function uses methods only available within
ExpressJS, it may fail or have an unexpected behavior.
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Getting ready
In this recipe, we will see how to integrate the ExpressJS  middleware to
share the session object between Socket.IO and ExpressJS. Before you start, create a new

 file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Build a Socket.IO client application that will connect to a Socket.IO server you will build
next. Include a form where the user can type a username and a password to attempt to log
in. The Socket.IO client will only be able to connect to the  namespace after the user is
logged-in:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following HTML content:2.
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Inside the script tag add the code in the next steps, starting from step 43.
Define constants that make a reference to the HTML elements that we will use:4.

Define a Socket.IO Manager:5.

Define two namespaces, one for  and another one for :6.

Add an event listener for the  event that will be triggered by the server7.
side once a connection is allowed to the  namespace:

Add an event listener for  event that, when triggered, will ask the8.
 namespace to try and reconnect to the Socket.IO Server:
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Add an event listener for  event that will display an error when9.
invalid credentials are provided:

Add an event listener for  event that will get triggered when submitting10.
the form. It will emit an  event with data containing the provided

 and :

Save the file.11.

After this, build an ExpressJS application that will serve the Socket.IO client on the root
path  and a Socket.IO server that will include the logic for logging the user:

Create a new file named 1.
Initialize a new ExpressJS application and a Socket.IO server application. Also,2.
include the  NPM module:

Define the path where new connections to Socket.IO server will be made:3.
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Define an ExpressJS session middleware function with the given options:4.

Define a Socket.IO namespace middleware that will use the previously created5.
session middleware to generate a session object:

Define two namespaces, one for  and another for :6.

Define an in-memory database or array of objects that will contain  and7.
 properties. These define which users are allowed to login:

Include the session middleware in ExpressJS:8.

Add a route method for  path that will serve our previously created HTML9.
document containing the Socket.IO client:
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Use the session middleware in  Socket.IO namespace. Then, check for10.
every new socket if the user is logged in. If not, forbid the user to connect to this
namespace:

Once a connection is made to the  namespace, meaning that the user can11.
log in, emits a  event with a welcome message that will be displayed to
the user:

Use the Session Middleware in the  Socket.IO namespace. Then, when the12.
client emits an  event with the provided username and password, it
verifies the profile exists in the  array. If the user exists, set the 
property to  and the  property to the current user that has logged
in:
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Listen on port  for new connections and attach the Socket.IO server to it:13.

Save the file14.
Open a new Terminal and run:15.

      node io-express-srv.js

In your browser, visit:16.

     

Login with valid credentials. For example:17.

If you logged in successfully, after refreshing the page, your Socket.IO client18.
application will still be able to connect to  and you will see a welcome
message every time

How it works...
When the session middleware is used inside ExpressJS, after modifying the session object,
the  method is automatically called at the end of the response. However, that is not the
case when using the session middleware in Socket.IO namespaces, that is why we call the

 method manually to save the session back to the store. In our case, the store is the
memory where the sessions are kept until the server stops.

Forbidding access to certain namespaces based on specific conditions is possible thanks to
Socket.IO namespace middleware. If the control is not passed to the  handler, then the
connection is not made. That's why after the login is successful, we ask the 
namespace to attempt to connect again.
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See also
, Building a Web server with ExpressJS, section Writing middleware

functions
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Managing State with Redux

In this chapter, we will cover the following recipes:

Defining actions and action creators
Defining reducer functions
Creating a Redux store
Binding action creators to the dispatch method
Splitting and combining reducers
Writing Redux store enhancers
Time traveling with Redux
Understanding Redux middleware
Dealing with asynchronous data flow

Technical requirements
You will be required to have an IDE, Visual Studio Code, Node.js and MongoDB. You will
also need to install Git, in order use the Git repository of this book.

The code files of this chapter can be found on GitHub:

Check out the following video to see the code in action:
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Introduction
Redux is a predictable state container for JavaScript applications. It allows developers to
manage the state of their applications with ease. With Redux, the state is immutable. Thus,
it is possible to go back and forth to the next or previous state of your application. Redux is
bound to three core principles:

Single source of truth: All the state of your application must be stored in a single
object tree within one single store
State is read-only: You must not mutate the state tree. Only by dispatching an
action can the state tree change
Changes are made with pure functions: These are called reducers, which are
functions that accept the previous state and an action and compute a new state.
Reducers must never mutate the previous state but rather always return a new
one

Reducers work in a very similar way to how the  function does.
The  method executes a function for every item in an array against an accumulator
to reduce it to a single value. For example:

The resulting value in variable  while reducing  and  against the , is 
and the initial value is . The reducer function here is:

Redux reducers are written in a similar way and they are the most important concept of
Redux. For example:

In this chapter, we will focus on learning how to manage simple and complex state trees
with Redux. You will learn as well how to deal with asynchronous data flows.
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Defining actions and action creators
Reducers accept an  object that describes the action that is going to be performed
and decides how to transform the state based on this  object.

Actions are just plain objects and they have only one required property that needs to be
present, the action-type. For instance:

We can also provide additional properties as well. For instance:

Actions creators are just functions that return actions, for instance:

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will see how these simple Redux concepts can be applied with

 to decide how data should be accumulated or reduced.

We won't need the Redux library yet for this purpose.
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How to do it...
Build a small JavaScript application that will increase or decreased a counter based on the
action provided.

Create a new file named 1.
Define action-types as constants:2.

Define two action creators for generating two kinds of actions to  and3.
 the counter:

Initialize the initial accumulator to , then reduce it by passing several actions.4.
The reducer function will decide which kind of action to perform based on the
action type:
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Log the resulting value:5.

Save the file6.
Open a terminal and run:7.

node counter.js

Outputs: 7.

How it works...
The first action type that the reducer encounters is  which will1.
increment the accumulator by . Because the initial value of the accumulator is

, the next current value will be 
The second action type tells the reducer function to decrement the accumulator2.
by . Thus, the accumulator's value will be .
The last action type tells the reducer function to increment the accumulator by .3.
As a result, the accumulator's value will be .

Defining reducer functions
Redux reducers are pure functions. That means, they have no side-effects. Given the same
arguments, the reducer must always generate the same shape of state. Take for example the
following reducer function:
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If we execute this function providing the same arguments, the result will always be the
same:

However, take into account that even though the returned values have the
same shape, these are two different objects. For instance, comparing the
above:

 returns false.

Impure reducer functions prevent your application state from being predictable and make
difficult to reproduce the same state. For instance:

If we execute this function:
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As you can see, after executing the function for a second time after 2 seconds, we get a
different result. To make it pure, you can consider re-writing the previously impure
reducer as:

Then, you can safely pass a time property inside your action to set the time:

This approach makes your state predictable and the state is easy to reproduce. For instance,
you could re-create a scenario of how your application will act if you pass the 
property for any time in morning or afternoon.

Getting ready
Now that you understand the concept of how reducers work, in this recipe, you will build a
small application that will act differently according to the state change.

For this purpose, you won't need to install or use the Redux library yet.
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How to do it...
Build an application that will remind you what kind of meal you should get according to
your local time. Manage all the state of our application in a single object tree. Also provide
a way to simulate what the application will display if it's  or :

Create a new file named .1.
Add the following code:2.

Inside the script tag add the code defined in the next steps, starting on step 4.3.
Define a variable  that will contain all the state tree and later the next state:4.
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Create a reference to the HTML elements that we will use to display data or add5.
event listeners:

Define two action types:6.

Define an action creator for setting the kind of meal the user should have:7.

Define an action creator for setting the time:8.

Define a reducer function that will compute a new state when an action is9.
dispatched:
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Add a function that we will call when the state changes, so we can update our10.
view:

Define a dispatch function that will generate a new state tree by passing the11.
current state and an action to the reducer. Then, it will call the 
function to notify your application that the state has changed:

Add an event listener for the button that will emulate that the time is :12.

Add an event listener for the button that will emulate that the time is :13.
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Once the script is running, dispatch an action with the current time for the view14.
to update:

Save the file.15.

Let's test it...
To see your previous work in action:

Open the  file in your web browser. You can do so by double-1.
clicking on the file, or right-clicking on the file and choosing Open with....
You should be able to see your current local time and a message stating what2.
kind of meal you should have. For instance, if your local time is 

, you should see 
Click on the button  to see what your3.
application would display if the time was .
The same way, click on the button  to see what4.
your application would display if the time was .

How it works...
We can summarize our application like the following to understand how it works:

Action types  and  were defined.1.
Two action creators were defined:2.

 which generates an action with the  action type1.
and a  property with the provided argument

 which generates an action with the  action type2.
and a  property with the provided argument

A reducer function was defined:3.
For the action type , computes a new state with a new1.

 property
For the action type , computes a new state with a new 2.
property
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We defined a function that will get called when the state tree changes. Inside the4.
function, we updated the view according to the new state.
A  function was defined that calls the reducer function providing the5.
previous state and an action object to generate a new state.

Creating a Redux store
In the previous recipes, we have seen how to define reducers and actions. We have also
seen how to create a dispatch function to dispatch actions for the reducers to update the
state. The store is an object that provides a small API to put all of that together.

The redux module exposes the  method which we can use to create a store. It
has the following signature:

The two last arguments are optional. For example, creating a store with a single reducer
could look like this:

Calling  will expose four methods:

: Where action is an object that contains at least one
property named  that specifies the action type

: Returns the whole state tree
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: Where listener is a callback function that will
get triggered whenever the state tree changes. Several listeners can be subscribed

: Replaces the current Reducer function
with a new one

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will re-build the application that you built in the previous recipe.
However, this time you will use Redux. Before you start, create a new  file
with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
First, build a small ExpressJS server application whose sole purpose will be to serve an
HTML file and the Redux module:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the ExpressJS and  module and initialize a new ExpressJS2.
Application:

Serve the Redux library on  path. Make sure that the path points to the3.
 folder:
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Serve the client application on the root path :4.

Listen for new connections on port :5.

Save the file6.

Now, build the client application using Redux following the next steps:

Create a new file named .1.
Add the following code:2.
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Inside the script tag, add the code for the next steps, starting from step 4.3.
Extract the  method from the Redux library:4.

Define the initial state of your application:5.

Keep a reference of the HTML DOM elements that will be used to display the6.
state or interact with the application:

Define two action types:7.

Define two action creators:8.

Define the reducer that will transform the state when  and/or9.
 action types are dispatched:
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Create a new Redux Store:10.

Subscribe a callback function to the changes of the store. Whenever the store11.
changes this callback will be triggered and it will update the view according to
the changes in the store:

Add an event listener for the  event for our button that will dispatch the12.
 action type to set the time to :
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Add an event listener for the  event for our button that will dispatch the13.
 action type to set the time to :

When the application is first started, dispatch an action to set the time to the14.
current local time:

Save the file15.

Let's test it...
To see the previous work in action:

Open a new terminal and run:1.

      node meal-time-server.js

In your web browser, visit:2.

You should be able to see your current local time and a message stating what3.
kind of meal you should have. For instance, if your local time is 

, you should see 
Click on the button  to see what your4.
application would display if the time was .
The same way, click on the  button to see what5.
your application would display if the time was .
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There's more
You can use the ES6 spread operator instead of  to merge your previous
state with the next one, for instance, we re-wrote the reducer function of the previous
recipe:

We rewrote it as the following:

This could make the code more readable.
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Binding action creators to the dispatch
method
Actions creators are just functions that generate action objects which can later be used to
dispatch actions using the  method. Take for example the following code:

Later, somewhere in your application, you can dispatch these actions using the 
method:

However, as you can see, calling the  method every time seems like a repeated
and unnecessary step. You could simply wrap the action creators around the 
function itself like this:
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Even though this seems like a good solution, there is a problem. It means, you would need
to create the store first, then define your action creators binding them to the 
method. In addition, it would be difficult to maintain the action creators in a separate file
since they depend on the  method to be present. There is a solution provided by
the Redux module, a helper method called  which accepts two
arguments. The first argument is an object with keys, which represent the name of an action
creator, and values, which represent a function that returns an action. The second argument
is expected to be the  function:

This helper method will map all the action creators to the dispatch method. For instance,
we could re-write the previous example as the following:

Then, later somewhere in your application, you can call these methods without wrapping
them around the  method:

As you can see, our bound action creators look more like regular functions now. In fact, by
destructuring the  object, you can use only the methods you need. For instance:

Then, you can call them like this:
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Getting ready
In this recipe, you will build a simple To-do application and you will use the concepts that
you just have learned about binding action creators. First, create a new  file
with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
To build your To-do application, for the purpose of this recipe, define only one action
creator and use  to bind it to the  method.

First, build a small ExpressJS application that will serve the HTML file containing the To-do
client application which we will build after:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following code:2.
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Save the file3.

Next, build the To-do application in an HTML file:

Create a new file named .1.
Add the following code:2.

Inside the script tag, add the code in the following steps, starting from step 4.3.
Keep a reference to the HTML DOM element that will be used in the application:4.

Define the initial state of your application:5.

Define an action type:6.
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Define an action creator:7.

Define a reducer function that will add a new item to the list whenever the8.
 action type is dispatched. The state will keep only 5 items:

Create a store and bind the  function to the action creator:9.

Subscribe to the store and whenever the state changes add a new item to the list.10.
If an item was already defined, we will re-use it instead of creating a new one:
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Add an event listener to the form for the  event. This way, we can get the11.
input value and dispatch an action:

Save the file.12.

Let's test it...
To see the previous work in action:

Open a new Terminal and run:1.

      node bind-server.js

In your browser, visit:2.

Type something in the input box and press Enter. A new item should appear in3.
the list.
Try to add more than five items to the list. The last one displayed will be4.
removed and only five items are kept on the view.

Splitting and combining reducers
As your application grows, you probably wouldn't want to write all the logic for how the
state of your application needs to be transformed in a simple reducer function. What you
would probably want is to write smaller reducers that specialize in managing independent
parts of the state.

Take for example the following reducer function:
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You have two properties that manage the state of two different parts of an application. One
manages the state of a Todo, list while the other manages the Chat messages. You could
split this reducer into two reducer functions, where each manages one slice of the state, for
instance:
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However, because  method accepts only one reducer as the first argument,
you would need to combine them into a single reducer:

In this way, we are able to split our reducers into smaller reducers that specialize in
managing only one slice of the state, and later combine them together into a single reducer
function.

Redux provides a helper method named  that allows you to combine
reducers in a similar way to what we just did but without having to repeat a lot of code; for
instance, we could rewrite the previous way of combining reducers like this:

The  method is a higher-order reducer function. It accepts an object
mapping specifies keys to a certain slice of the state managed by a specific 
function and returns a new reducer function. If you run the following code, for instance:
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You will see that the generated shape of the state looks like this:

We can try as well if our combined reducers are working and managing only the part of the
state assigned to them. For instance:

The output should display the generated state as the following:

This shows that each reducer is managing only the slice of the state assigned to them.

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will recreate the To-do application as in the pervious recipe. However,
you will add other functionalities such as remove and toggle a To-do item. You will define
other state of your application that will be managed by separate reducer functions. First,
create a new  file with the following content:
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Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
First, build a small ExpressJS server application that will serve the client application and
the Redux library installed in :

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following code:2.

Save the file3.

Next, build the To-do client application. Also include a separate reducer to manage state for
the current local time and a random lucky number generator:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following HTML code:2.
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Inside the script tag add the JavaScript code following the next steps, starting3.
from step 4
Keep a reference of the HTML elements that we will use to display data or4.
interact with the application:

Get the  method and helper methods from the Redux library:5.

Set action types:6.
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Define action creators:7.

Define a reducer function to manage the slice of state that keeps the time:8.

Define a reducer function to manage the slice of state that keeps a lucky number9.
that will be generated every time the user loads your application:
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Define a reducer function to manage the slice of state that keeps an array of To-10.
do items:

Combine all reducers into a single one:11.

Create a store:12.
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Bind all actions creators to the  method of the store:13.

Subscribe a listener to the store that will update the HTML element, that will14.
hold the time, whenever the state changes:

Subscribe a listener to the store that will update the HTML element, that will15.
display a lucky number, whenever the state changes:

Subscribe a listener to the store that will update the HTML element that will16.
display the list of To-do items, whenever the state changes. Set the attribute

 for the  HTML elements to allow the user to drag and drop the
items on the view:
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Add an event listener for the  event on the list HTML element that will17.
toggle a To-do item's  property whenever the item is clicked:

      

Add an event listener for the  event on the list HTML element that will18.
remove a To-do Item when this one is dragged outside of the list:

Add an event listener for the  event on the form that contains an input19.
HTML element that will dispatch a new action to add a new To-do item:

When the page loads for the first time, dispatch an action to set a lucky number20.
and define a function that will get triggered every second to update the current
time in the state of the application:

Save the file21.

Let's test it...
To see the previous work in action:

Open a new Terminal and run:1.

      node todo-time.js
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In your browser, visit:2.

Introduce something in the input box and press enter. A new item should appear3.
in the list.
Click on one of the items that you have added to mark it as completed.4.
Click once again on one of the items marked as completed to mark it as not5.
completed.
Click and drag one of the items outside of the list to remove it from the To-do6.
list.

How it works...
Three reducer functions were defined to independently manage each slice of the1.
state that has the following shape:

We used the  helper method from the Redux library to2.
combine those three reducers into a single one
Then, a store was created providing the combined reducer function3.
For convenience, we subscribed three listener functions that get triggered4.
whenever the state changes to update the HTML elements used to display the
data from the state
We also defined three event listeners: one to detect when a user submits a form5.
that contains an input HTML element to add a new To-do item, another to detect
when the user clicks on a To-do item displayed on the screen to toggle its state
from not completed to completed or vice versa, and finally one event listener to
detect when the user drags an element from the list to dispatch an action to
remove it from the list of To-do items
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Writing Redux store enhancers
A Redux store enhancer is a higher-order function that takes a store creator function and
returns a new enhanced store creator function. The  method is a store creator
which has the following signature:

While a store enhancer function has the following signature:

It may look a bit difficult to understand now, but you don't really have to worry if you
don't get it at first because you will probably never need to write a store enhancer. The
purpose of this recipe was simply to help you to understand their purpose in a very simple
way.

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will create a store enhancer to expand the functionality of Redux by
allowing the definition of reducer functions in a  JavaScript native object. First, create a
new  file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

      npm install
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How to do it...
Remember that  accepts a single reducer function as the first argument. We
write a store enhancer to allow the  method to accept a  object containing
key-value pairs, where key is the property or slice of state that will be managed, and value
is a  function. Then, define two reducer functions using a  object to handle two
slices of the state, one for a counter and the other for setting the current time:

Create a new file named .1.
Include the Redux library:2.

Define a store enhancer function that will allow the  method to3.
accept a  object as an argument. It will go through each key-value pair of the

 and add it to an object which will then be used to combine the reducers
using the  method:

Define actions types:4.
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Define actions creators:5.

Define a  constant that will contain an instance of :6.

Add a new reducer function to the  object with a key :7.

Add another reducer function to the  object with a key :8.

Create a new store providing the  as the first argument and the store9.
enhancer as the second argument to extend the functionality of the

 method:
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Bind the previously defined actions creators to the  method of the10.
store:

To test the code in NodeJS, use the  global method to repeatedly11.
call a function every second. It will first dispatch an action to set the current time,
then, based on the criteria, it will decide if to increment or decrement the counter.
After, pretty print in the terminal the current value of the store:

Save the file.12.
Open a new Terminal and run:13.

      node map-store.js

The current state would be displayed every second having this shape:14.
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How it works...
The enhancer composes the store creator into a new one. For instance, the following line:

Could be written as:

Which actually, in a way, wraps the original  method into another
 method.

Composition can be explained as a set of functions that are called accepting the result
argument of the previous function. For instance:

This composes functions , , and  from right to left into a single function . That means,
we could write the previous line of code also like this:

Here  is the result of composing  and your store enhancer
function.

Time traveling with Redux
Even though, you may probably never need to write store enhancers, there is one special
that you may find very useful for debugging your Redux powered applications to time
travel through the state of your application. You can enable time traveling on your
application by simple installing Redux DevTools Extension (for Chrome and Firefox):

.
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Getting ready
In this recipe, we will see an example of how to take advanced of this feature and analyze
how the state of your application has changed over the time that was running on the
browser. First, create a new  file with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install

Make sure to have installed the Redux DevTools Extension in your web browser.

How to do it...
Build a counter application that will randomly increment or decrement the initial specified
counter 10 times when the application is run on the browser. However, because it happens
fast, the user won't be able to notice that the state has actually changed 10 times since the
application started. We will use the Redux DevTools Extension to navigate and analyze
how the state has changed over time.

First, build a small ExpressJS server application that will serve the client application and
the Redux library installed in :

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following code:2.
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Save the file3.

Next, build your counter, Redux powered application, with time travel capabilities:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following HTML code:2.

Inside the script tag add the JavaScript code that follows the next steps, starting3.
from step 4
Keep a reference to the  HTML element that will display the current value4.
of the counter whenever the state changes:

Get the  method and  method from the5.
Redux library:
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Define two action types:6.

Define two action creators:7.

Define a reducer function that will transform the state according to the given8.
action type:

Create a new store providing a store enhancer function that will be available on9.
the  object when the Redux DevTools extension is installed:

Bind the action creators to the  method of the store:10.
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Subscribe a listener function to the store that will update the  HTML11.
element whenever the state changes:

Let's create a  loop that will update increment or decrement the counter12.
randomly 10 times when the application is run:

Save the file13.

Let's test it...
To see the previous work in action:

Open a new Terminal and run:1.

      node todo-time.js

In your Browser, visit:2.
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Open Developer Tools of your Browser and look for the Redux tab. You should3.
see a tab like this:

The slider allows you to move from the last state to the very first state of your4.
application. Try moving the slider to a different position:

While moving the slider, you would be able to see in your browser the counters5.
initial value and how it changed those ten times in the for loop
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There's more
Redux DevTools has some features that you will probably find amazing and helpful for
debugging and managing the state of your application. In fact, if you followed the previous
recipes, I suggest you go back to the projects we wrote and enable this enhancer and try to
experiment with Redux DevTools.

One of many features of Redux DevTools is the Log monitor, which displays in
chronological order which action was dispatched and the resulting value of transforming
the state:

Understanding Redux middleware
Probably the easiest and best way of extending the Redux functionality is by using
middleware.

There is a store enhancer function that comes in the Redux library named
 and allows you define one or multiple middleware functions. The way

middleware works in Redux is simple, it allows you to wrap the  method of the
store to extend its functionality. The same way as store enhancer functions, middleware is
composable and has the following signature:
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Here,  is an object containing the  and  methods from the store,
destructuring the , the signature looks like this:

Let's analyze how it works:

The  function receives one or more middleware functions as1.
arguments. For example:

Each middleware function is kept internally as an . Then, internally using2.
the  method, the array maps each middleware function
by calling itself providing the middleware  object which contains the

 and  methods of the store. Similar to this:

Then, by composing all the middleware functions, it computes a new value for3.
the  method providing the  argument. In the very first
middleware that is executed, the  argument refers to the original 
method before any middleware was applied. For instance, if applying three
middleware functions, the new computed dispatch method's signature would be:

Which means that a middleware function can interrupt the chain and prevent a4.
certain action from being dispatched if the  method is not called
The dispatch method from the middleware  object, allows you to call the5.
dispatch method of the store with the previously applied middleware. That
means, if you are not careful while using this method, you may create an infinite
loop

Understanding how it works internally may not be so simple at first, but I assure you that
you will get it soon.
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Getting ready
In this recipe, you will write a middleware function that will warn the user when
dispatching an action type that has not been defined. First, create a new  file
with the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Redux doesn't warn you or display errors when an action type, that was never defined
within your reducers, is used. Build a NodeJS application that will use Redux to manage its
state. Focus on writing a middleware function that will check that the dispatched actions
types are defined or else throw an error:

Create a new file named .1.
Include the Redux library:2.

Define an object containing the allowed action types:3.
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Create a dummy reducer function that returns its original state whichever action4.
type is called. We don't need it for the purpose of this recipe:

Define a middleware function that will intercept every action that is being5.
dispatched and check whether the action type exists in the  object. If the
action exists allow the action to be dispatched, or otherwise, throw an error and
inform the user that an invalid action type was dispatched. Additionally, let's
provide the user, as part of the error message, information about which valid
types are allowed:

Create a store and apply the defined middleware function:6.

Dispatch two action types. The first action type is valid, and it exists in the 7.
object. However, the second one is an action type that was never defined:

Save the file.8.
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Let's test it...
First, open a new Terminal and run:

node type-check-redux.js

The Terminal output should display an error similar to this:

In this example, the stack trace tells us that the error happened on line , which points to
our middleware function. However, the next one points to line , 

, which is a good thing because it can help you track exactly where
certain actions are dispatched that were never defined.

How it works...
It's pretty simple, the middleware function checks the action type, of the action being
dispatched, to see if it exists as a property of the  object constant. If it exists, then the
middleware passes control to the next middleware in the chain. However, in our case, there
is no next middleware, so the control is passed to the original dispatch method of the store
that will apply the reducer and transform the state. On the other side, if the action type was
not defined, the middleware function interrupts the middleware chain by not calling the

 function and by throwing an error.

Dealing with asynchronous data flow
By default, Redux doesn't handle asynchronous data flow. There are several libraries out
there that can help you with these tasks. However, for the purpose of this chapter, we will
build our own implementation using middleware functions to give the  method
the ability to dispatch and handle asynchronous data flow.
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Getting ready
In this recipe, you will build an ExpressJS application with a very small API to test your
application when making HTTP requests and dealing with asynchronous data flow and
errors. First, create a new  file with the following content:

Then install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Build a simple RESTful API server that will have two endpoints or answer to paths 
and  when a GET request is made. However, on  path, we will pretend that
there is an internal error and make the request fail in order to see how to handle errors in
asynchronous requests as well:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the ExpressJS library and initialize a new ExpressJS application:2.

For  path, simulates a delay of  before sending a response:3.
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For  path, simulates a delay of  before sending a failed response:4.

Listen on port  for new connections5.

Save the file6.

As for the client, build a NodeJS application using Redux that will dispatch synchronous
and asynchronous actions. Write a middleware function to allow the dispatch method to
handle asynchronous actions:

Create a new file named 1.
Include the  and Redux libraries:2.

Define three kinds of status. Each status represents the state of an asynchronous3.
operation:
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Define two action types:4.

Define action creators. Notice that the value property is an asynchronous5.
function in the first two action creators. Your, later defined, middleware function
will be responsible for making Redux understand these actions:

Define a common function for setting values from an action object that will be6.
used in your reducer:
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Define the initial state of your application:7.

Define a reducer function. Notice that it is only one reducer that handles two8.
slices of the state, the  and the :

Define a middleware function that will check whether a dispatched action type9.
has a function as the  property. If that is so, assume that the 
property is an async function. First, we dispatch an action to set the status as

. Then, when the async function is resolved, we dispatch another action
to set the status as  or in case of an error as :
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Create a new store and apply your defined middleware function to extend the10.
functionality of the  method:

Bind action creators to the  method of the store:11.

Subscribe a function listener to the store and display in terminal the state tree, as12.
a JSON string, every time there is a change in the state:

Dispatch a synchronous action to set the time:13.
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Dispatch an asynchronous action to fetch and set the time:14.

Dispatch another asynchronous action to fetch and try to set the date. Remember15.
that this operation is supposed to fail and it's intentional:

Save the file.16.

Let's test it...
To see your previous work in action:

Open a new terminal and run:1.

      node api-server.js

Without closing the previously running NodeJS process, open another Terminal2.
and run:

      node async-redux.js

How it works...
Every time there is a change in the state, the subscribed listener function will1.
pretty print in the terminal the current state tree
The first dispatched action is synchronous. It will cause the time slice of the state2.
tree to be updated like this, for example:
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The second action being dispatched is asynchronous. Internally, two actions are3.
dispatched to reflect the state of the asynchronous operation, one when the async
function is still in execution, and another when the async function was fulfilled:

The third action being dispatched is also asynchronous. Internally, it also causes4.
two actions to be dispatched to reflect the state of the async operation:

Take into account that because the operations are asynchronous, the output5.
displayed in the terminal may not always be in the same order
Notice that the first async operation is fulfilled and the status marked as6.

 while the second async operation is fulfilled and its status marked as

The statuses , , and  reflect the three statuses that a7.
JavaScript Promise can be, and they are not obligatory names, simply easy to
remember
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There's more...
If you don't want to write your own middleware functions or store enhancers to deal with
asynchronous operations, you can opt to use one of the many libraries for Redux that exist
out there. Two of the most use or popular ones are these:

Redux Thunk
Redux Saga
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Building Web Applications with

React
In this chapter, we will cover the following recipes:

Understanding React elements and React components
Composing components
Stateful components and life cycle methods
Working with React.PureComponent
React event handlers
Conditional rendering of components
Rendering lists with React
Working with forms and inputs in React
Understanding refs and how to use them
Understanding React portals
Catching errors with error boundary components
Type checking properties with PropTypes

Technical requirements
You will be required to know Go programming language, also basics of web application
framework. You will also need to install Git, in order use the Git repository of this book.
And finally, ability to develop with an IDE on the command line.

The code files of this chapter can be found on GitHub:

Check out the following video to see the code in action:
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Introduction
React is a JavaScript library for building user interfaces (UI). React is component-based,
which means that each component can live separately from others and manage its own
state. Complex UIs can be created by composing components.

Components are usually created using JSX syntax, which has an XML-like syntax, or using
the  method. However, JSX is what makes React special for
building web applications in a declarative way.

In the MVC pattern, React is usually associated with the View.

Understanding React elements and React
components
React elements can be created using JSX syntax:

This is transformed to:

JSX is a language extension on top of JavaScript that allows you to create complex UIs with
ease. For example, consider the following:
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The previous example could be written without JSX syntax as:

React elements can be any HTML5 tag and any JSX tag can be self-closed. For instance, the
following will create a paragraph React element with an empty content within:

The same way as you would do with HTML5, you can provide attributes to React elements,
called properties or props in React:

React components allow you to isolate parts of your web application as re-usable pieces of
code or components. They can be defined in several ways. For instance:

Functional components: These are plain JavaScript functions that accept
properties as the first argument and return React elements:

Class components: Using ES6 classes allows you to define life cycle methods and
create stateful components. They render React elements from the 
method:
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Expressions: These keep a reference to an instance of a React element or
component:

      

There are a few properties that are unique and are only part of React. For instance, the
 property refers to the elements contained within the tag:

The  property received in , in the previous example, will be an
instance of a  React element. If multiple React elements or components are passed as
children, the  property will be an array. However, if no children are passed, the

 property will be . The  property doesn't necessarily need to be a
React element or component; it can also be a JavaScript function, or a JavaScript primitive:

React also considers functional components and class components that return or render a
string, a valid React component. For instance:
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React components' names must start with an uppercase letter. Otherwise,
React will treat lowercased JSX tags as React elements

Rendering components to the DOM in React is not a complicated task. React provides
several methods for rendering a React component to the DOM using the  library.
React uses JSX or  to create a tree or a representation of the DOM
tree. It does so by using a virtual DOM, which allows React to transform React elements to
DOM nodes and update only the nodes that have changed.

This is how you usually render your application using the  method from the
 library:

The first argument provided to the  method is a React component or a React
element. The second argument tells you where in the DOM to render the application. In the
previous example, we use the  method from the document object to look
for a DOM node with an attribute of  set to .

React also allows you to render React components as an HTML string, which is useful for
generating content on the server side and sending the content directly to the browser as an
HTML file:
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It will output the following in the console:

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will create a simple React application using the concepts that you have
learned about React components and React elements. Before you start, create a new

 file with the following content:

Next, create a babel configuration file as , adding the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install
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How to do it...
Create a React application that will display a welcome message writing functional, class,
and expression components:

Create a new file named 1.
Import the React and ReactDOM libraries:2.

Define a new functional component that will render a  React element with3.
 set to red in its style attributes:

Define another functional component that will render an  React element and4.
the  functional component as part of its :

Define an expression that will contain a reference to a React element:5.
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Define a class component named  that will display the current date:6.

Render the application to the DOM:7.

Save the file.8.

Then, create an  file where you will render the React application:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following code:2.

Save the file3.
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Let's test it...
To see the previous work in action:

Open a Terminal at the root of your project directory and run:1.

      npm start

Then, open a new tab in your web browser and go to:2.

You should be able to see the React application rendered to the DOM3.

Composing components
In React, all components can be isolated and complex UIs can be built by composing
components which enables their re-usability.

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will work with re-usable components to generate a home page
containing three sections: a header, a paragraph with a description, and a footer. These
three sections will be written as three separate components that will be composed later to
build a home page. Before you start, create a new  file with the following
content:
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Next, create a babel configuration file as  adding the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Create a new folder named  in the root directory of your project. Then, create
the following three files in order:

1.
2.
3.

The  component will generate an  React element that represents the heading of
the page. It expects to receive a  property:

Create a new file named  in the  directory1.
Add the following code:2.

      

Save the file3.
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The  component will generate a  React element that will be placed at the end
of the page. It will expect to receive a  property:

Create a new file named  in the  directory1.
Add the following code:2.

Save the file3.

The  component will generate a paragraph that will display a description of
the page:

Create a new file named  in the  directory1.
Add the following code:2.

Save the file3.

Next, move back out of the  directory to the root directory of your project where
 is located and create the following file:

Create a new file named 1.
Import the React and  libraries:2.

Import the previously defined components:3.
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Define a  component that will render your previously defined components:4.

Render the application:5.

Save the file6.

Then, create an  file where you will render the React application:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following code:2.

Save the file3.

Let's test it...
To see the previous work in action, perform the following steps:

Open a Terminal at the root of your project directory and run:1.

      npm start
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Then, open a new tab in your web browser and go to:2.

If you inspect the DOM tree in your browser's developer tools, you should be3.
able to see the following DOM structure:

How it works...
Each React component is written in a separate file. Then, we import the components in the
main application file, , and use composition to generate a virtual
DOM tree. Each component is re-usable because it can be used again in other parts of your
application or in other components by just importing the files. Then, the  method
from the  library is used to generate a DOM representation of the virtual DOM
tree.

There's more...
Did you notice that we used ? This is a new feature introduced in React
v16. It allows you to return multiple elements without creating an extra DOM node. A
component cannot return multiple React components or elements in the following way:

However, using , it's possible to do the following:
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Stateful components and life cycle methods
React components can manage their own state and update only when the state has
changed. Stateful React components are written using ES6 classes:

React class components have a  instance property to access their internal state and a
 property to access properties passed to the component:

And their state can be mutated by using the  instance method:
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The state is initialized once. Then, when the component is mounted, the state should only
be mutated using the  method. This way, React is able to detect changes in the
state and update the component.

The  method accepts a callback function as the first argument which will be
executed passing the current state (  for convention) as the first argument to the
callback function and the current  as the second argument. This is so because

 works asynchronously and the state could be mutated while you are performing
other actions in different parts of your component.

If you don't need access to the current state while updating the state, you can directly pass
an object as the first argument. For instance, the previous example could have been written
as:

 also accepts an optional callback function as a second argument that gets called
once the state has been updated. Because  is asynchronous, you may want to use
the second callback to perform an action only once the state has been updated:

Once the component is mounted, the console will first output  even though we used
 before it; that's because the state is set asynchronously. However, once the state

is updated, the console will display "date has been updated".

When using the  method, React merges the previous state with
the current given state. Internally, it's similar to doing:
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Every class component has life cycle methods that give you control over the life of your
component since its creation until it's destroyed, as well as giving you control over other
properties, such as knowing when the component has received new properties and if the
component should be updated or not. These are the life cycle methods present in all class
components:

: This is invoked when initializing a new instance of the
component, before the component is mounted.  must be passed to the
super class using  to let React set the  correctly. The

 method is useful as well to initialize the initial state of the
component.

: This is
invoked when the component has been instantiated and when the component
will receive new . This method is useful when the state or part of it
depends on values received from the  passed to the component. It must
return an object which will be merged with the current state or  if the state
doesn't need to be updated after receiving new .

: This is invoked after the component has been mounted
and after the first  call. It's useful for integrating with third-party
libraries, accessing the DOM, or making HTTP requests to an endpoint.

: This is invoked when
the component has updated the state or new props have been received. This
method allows React to know if it should update the component or not. If you
don't implement this method in your component, it defaults to returning ,
which means the component should be updated every time the state has changed
or new props have been received. If implementing this method and returning

, it will tell React not to update the component.
: This is invoked

after the render method or when an update occurs, except for the first rendering.
: This is invoked after

the render method or when an update occurs but before the
 life cycle method. The returned value of this method is

passed as the third argument of .
: This is invoked before a component is unmounted

and its instance destroyed. If using third-party libraries, this method is helpful
for cleaning up. For instance, clearing timers or cancelling network requests.

 : This is a new feature of React v16 for
error handling. We will look at this in more detail in the following recipes.
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Getting ready
In this recipe, you will build a component using all the life cycle methods that we have
learned about. First, create a new  file with the following content:

Next, create a babel configuration file as , adding the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Build a  component whose only purpose would be to display the current
time. The component will be updated every 100 ms to keep the component in sync with the
time change. We will use the life cycle methods in this component for the following
purposes:

: To initialize the component's initial state.
: To merge

the  with the state.
: To set a function that will be executed every 100 ms

using , which will update the state with the current time.
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:To decide if the
component should be rendered or not. Check if  have a property

 set to , which means the component shouldn't be updated on a
 or  change.

: To simply log
in the console that the component has been updated displaying the 's
value.

: To illustrate the
functionality of this method, simply return a string that will be passed as the
third argument to .

: When the component is destroyed or unmounted,
clear the interval defined in . Otherwise, after the
component is unmounted, you will see an error being displayed.

First, create an  file where you will render the React application:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following code:2.

Save the file3.

Next, perform the following steps to build the  component:

Create a new file named 1.
Import the React and  libraries:2.
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Define a  class component and use the life cycle methods as3.
previously described:
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Then, define an  class component, which will be used for testing your4.
previously created component. Add three buttons: one that will toggle the color
property between red and blue and pass it as a prop to the 
component, another button for toggling the  property in the state
between true and false, which will then be passed as a prop to the

, and finally, a button that when clicked will either mount or
unmount the  component:
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Render the application:5.

Save the file.6.

Let's test it...
To see the previous work in action, perform the following steps::

Open a Terminal at the root of your project directory and run:1.

      npm start

Then, open a new tab in your web browser and go to:2.

      http://localhost:1337/

Use the buttons to toggle the state of the component and understand how the life3.
cycle methods affect the component's functionality.
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Working with React.PureComponent
 is similar to . The difference is that

 implements the  life cycle method internally
to make a shallow comparison of the  and  to decide if the component should
update or not.

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will write two components, one extending , and
another extending  in order to see how they behave when the same
properties are passed to them. Before you start, create a new  file with the
following content:

Next, create a babel configuration file as , adding the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install
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How to do it...
Build a React application to illustrate and understand better how 
works. Create two components: one will extend  while the other will
extend . Both components will be placed inside another React
component named  that will update its state around every second. Using the life cycle
method,  in both components, we will log on the console which one
of them gets updated when the parent component  updates.

First, create an  file where the react application will be rendered:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following HTML code:2.

Save the file3.

Then, follow the next steps to build the React application:

Create a new file named 1.
Import the React and ReactDOM libraries:2.

Define a  class component extending the  class:3.
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Define a  class component extending the  class:4.

Define a simple  component that will render both components. The 5.
component will set a timer once it's mounted and update the state around every
second:
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Render the application:6.

Save the file.7.

Let's test it...
To see the previous work in action, perform the following steps:

Open a Terminal at the root of your project directory and run:1.

      npm start

Then, open a new tab in your web browser and go to:2.

     

The counter will increase by one around every second. Open the developer tools3.
in your browser and check the console output. You should see the following:

How it works...
Because  implements the life cycle
method internally, it doesn't update the  component because its  or 
have not changed. It does, however, update the  component because

 returns  by default, telling React to update the component,
even though its props or state have not changed.

React event handlers
React's event system uses internally a wrapper, called , around the native
HTML DOM events for cross-browser support. React events follow the W3C spec, which
can be found at .
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React event names are camel-cased as opposed to HTML DOM events, which are
lowercased. For instance, the HTML DOM event  would be called  in
React. For a complete list of supported events, visit the React official documentation about
events: 

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will write a component to see how it is defined and how it works. Before
you start, create a new  file with the following content:

Next, create a babel configuration file as , adding the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install
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How to do it...
Firstly, create an  file where the React application will be rendered:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following HTML code:2.

Save the file3.

Next, write a component defining an event handler for the  event:

Create a new file named 1.
Import the React and ReactDOM libraries:2.

Define a class component that will render a  React element and a  React3.
element, which will trigger the  method whenever it's clicked:
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Render the application:4.

Save the file.5.

Let's test it...
To see the application working, perform the following steps:

Open a Terminal at the root of your project directory and run:1.

npm start

Then, open a new tab in your web browser and go to:2.

Click on the button to change the title.3.

How it works...
React events are passed to React elements as . For instance, we passed the 
prop to the  React element and a reference to a callback function that we expect to
be called when the user clicks on the button.
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There's more...
Did you notice that we have been using the  very often? When a method is passed as a
prop to a child component, it loses the context of , so binding to the context is
necessary. Take the following example:

The output displayed will be:

1: object
2: undefined
3: object

Even though the constant  has a reference to the  method of the  instance of
the  class, it loses the context of . That's why binding allows you to keep the
original context. In React, we bind a method to the original context of  to be able to use
our own instance methods, such as  when passing the function down to child
components. Otherwise, the context of  will be  and the function will fail.

Conditional rendering of components
Usually when building complex UIs, you would need to render a component or a React
element according to the state or props received.

React components allow JavaScript to be executed within curly brackets and it can be used
with the conditional ternary operator to decide which component or React element to
render. For instance:
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This also could have been written as:

If passing  as the  property value, it will generate the following HTML
content:

Or the following when the  property is not set to :

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will build a component that that renders one of its children according to
a given condition. Firstly, create a new  file with the following content:

Next, create a babel configuration file as  adding the following content:
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Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install

How to do it...
Write a React component that will decide which of two different React elements, given as

 to your component, will be displayed according to a  passed as a
property. If the condition is true, then the first child is displayed. Otherwise, the second
child should be displayed.

First, create an  file where the React application will be rendered:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following HTML code:2.

Save the file3.

Then, create a new file containing the logic of the React application and your component:

Create a new file named 1.
Import the React and ReactDOM libraries:2.

Define a functional component named  that will receive a 3.
property that will be evaluated to define which React element to render. It
expects to receive two React elements as children:
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Define a class component named  that will render a React element based on4.
the defined condition. When the button is clicked, it will toggle the  state:

Render the application:5.

Save the file.6.
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Let's test it...
To run and test the application, perform the following steps:

Open a Terminal at the root of your project directory and run:1.

      npm start

Then, open a new tab in your web browser and go to:2.

Click on the button to toggle which React element is displayed3.

How it works...
Because the  property can be an array of React elements, we can access each
individual React element and decide which one to render. We used the 
property to evaluate if the given condition is truthy to render the first React element.
Otherwise, if the value is falsy, then the second React element is rendered.

Rendering lists with React
React allows you to pass a collection of React elements or components as  in the
form of an array. For instance:

Collections of React elements or components must be given a special props property named
. This property lets React know which of the elements in the collection have changed,

moved, or been removed in/from the array when an update occurs.
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Getting ready
In this recipe, you will build a utility component that will map each item of an array to a
component's props and render them as a list. Before you start, create a new 
file with the following content:

Next, create a babel configuration file as , adding the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

      npm install

How to do it...
Create a React component named  which will do the job of mapping the items of
an array to a React component.
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First, create an  file where the React application will be rendered:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following HTML code:2.

Save the file3.

Then, perform the following steps to build the React application:

Create a new file named .1.
Import the React and ReactDOM libraries:2.

Define a functional component called  that will expect to receive three3.
properties:  which is expected to be an array of values, 
which is expected to be a callback function for mapping values to properties, and
lastly,  which is expected to receive a React component where the
values of the array will be mapped to:
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Define a  component that expects to receive two properties,  and4.
:

Define an array that contains a to-do list of object values:5.

Define a callback function that will map the array's object values to the expected6.
properties of the  component. Rename the  property as , and the

 property as :

Define a  component that will make use of the 7.
component to create an instance of  for every item in the to-do list
array:
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Render the application:8.

Save the file.9.

Let's test it...
To run and test the application, perform the following steps:

Open a Terminal at the root of your project directory and run:1.

      npm start

Then, open a new tab in your web browser and go to:2.

A list of to-do items should be displayed:3.

How it works...
Look at the following code:
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This works pretty much the same as writing:

However,  acts as a helper component to do the same job while keeping the code
more readable.

Have you noticed that the  component expects only two properties? However,
we're also passing the  of the items as . If the  property is not passed, then while
rendering the components, a warning will be displayed.

Working with forms and inputs in React
Form-associated elements, such as  and , usually maintain their own
internal state and update it according to the user input. In React, when the input of a form-
associated element is managed using the React state, it's called a controlled component.

By default, in React, if the  property of an input is not set, then the input internal 
state can be mutated by the user input. However, if the  property is set, then the
input is read-only and it expects React to manage the user input by using the 
React event and manage the input's state using the React state to update it if necessary. For
example, this  React element will be rendered as read-only:

However, because React expects to find an  event handler, the previous code will
output a warning message on the console. To fix this, we can provide to the 
property a callback function to handle the user input:

Because the user input is handled by React and, in the previous example, we don't update
the input's value, then the input will appear to be read-only. The previous code is similar to
just setting a  property instead of providing a useless  property.
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React also allows you to define uncontrolled components, which basically keep out of
React's control what or input how the input is updated. For instance, when a third-party
library is used instead to act over the input, uncontrolled components have a property
called  which is similar to the  property. However, it lets the input
control its internal state by the user input and not by React. That means a form-associated
element with a  property allows its state to be mutated by the user input:

As opposed to using the  property, you can now type in the input box to change its
value because the internal state of the input is mutable.

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will build a simple login form component. Before you start, create a new

 file with the following content:

Next, create a babel configuration file as , adding the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

      npm install
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How to do it...
Define a class component named  that will handle  input and

 input.

Firstly, create an  file where the React application will be rendered:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following HTML code:2.

Save the file3.

Next, build the  component and use the power given to you by React controlled
components over the input's state to also disallow numbers on the  input:

Create a new file named .1.
Import the React and ReactDOM libraries:2.

Define a class component named . Within the class, define an event3.
handler for the input change, and check the  input's value to disallow
introducing numbers:
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Render the application:4.

Save the file.5.
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Let's test it...
To run and test the application, perform the following steps:

Open a Terminal at the root of your project directory and run:1.

      npm start

Then, open a new tab in your web browser and go to:2.

      

Try to introduce a number in the  input to see how the validation3.
against numbers is working

How it works...
We define an  event handler used in both input elements. However, we check if
the input's name is  to decide if the validation should be applied.  is used
to test for numbers in the input and replace them with an empty string. That's why
numbers are not displayed while typing on the  input.

Understanding refs and how to use them
In the usual workflow, React components communicate with their children by passing

. However, there are a few cases where it's needed to access the instance of a child to
communicate or modify its behavior. React uses  to allow us to access the instance of a
child.

It's important to understand that React components' instances give you access to their
instance methods and properties. However, an instance of a React element is an instance of
an HTML DOM element. Refs are accessed by giving a  attribute to the React 
component or React element. It expects the value to be a callback function that will be
invoked once the instance is created, providing a reference to the instance in the first
argument passed to the callback function.
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React provides a helper function named  to define function callbacks for setting
refs correctly. Take, for example, the following code, which obtains a reference of a React
component and a React element:

In this example, the console will output  twice:

This proves what we have just learned.

Functional components do not have . Thus, giving a  property to
a functional component will display a warning in the console and fail.
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Refs are especially useful for working with uncontrolled components in the following cases:

Integration with third-party libraries
Accessing an HTML DOM element's native methods that are otherwise
inaccessible from React, such as the  method
Using certain web APIs, such as the Selection Web API, the Web Animations
API, and media playback methods

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will work with uncontrolled components and use refs to send a custom
event to a form HTML element. Before you start, create a new  file with the
following content:

Next, create a babel configuration file as  adding the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

      npm install
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How to do it...
Define a  class component that will render a form with two inputs: one for a
username and the other for a password. Include a button outside of the form React element,
which will be used for triggering the  event on the form React element.

Firstly, create an  file where the React application will be rendered:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following HTML code:2.

Save the file3.

Now, start building the React application:

Create a new file named .1.
Import the React and ReactDOM libraries:2.

Define a class component named  that will render the form and a3.
button that will trigger the  form event, using , when clicked:
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Render the application:4.

Save the file.5.

Let's test it...
To run and test the application, perform the following steps:

Open a Terminal at the root of your project directory and run:1.

      npm start

Then, open a new tab in your web browser and go to:2.
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How it works...
Click on the  button to test that the form  events gets triggered.1.
First, a reference to the instance of the form DOM element is kept in an instance2.
property called .
Then, once the button is submitted, we use the  web API3.

 method to dispatch a custom event  on the form DOM
element.
Then, the dispatched  method is caught by the React .4.
Finally, React triggers the callback method passed to the form's 5.
property.

Understanding React portals
React portals allow us to render child components in a different DOM element outside of
the DOM tree generated by the parent component while keeping the React tree as if the
component is inside the DOM tree generated by the parent component. For instance, even
though child components are located in a different DOM node, the events generated in a
child component bubble up to the React parent component.

React portals are created using the ReactDOM library's  method and it has
the same signature as the  method:

However, the difference between  and  is that the latter returns a
special tag that is used in the React tree to identify this element as a React portal and to use
it as if it were a React element. For instance:
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Getting ready
Before you start, create a new  file with the following content:

Next, create a babel configuration file as , adding the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

      npm install

How to do it...
First, create an  file where the React application will be rendered, containing as
well an HTML  tag where a React portal element will be rendered:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following HTML code:2.
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Save the file3.

Next, build a React application that will render a paragraph and an  HTML element
outside of the tree to a  HTML element:

Create a new file named .1.
Import the React and ReactDOM libraries:2.

Define a functional component named  and create a portal to render the3.
 to a different DOM element:

Define a functional component named  that will render a React element and4.
the  React component:

Render the application:5.

Save the file.6.
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Let's test it...
To run and test the application, perform the following steps:

Open a Terminal at the root of your project directory and run:1.

      npm start

Then, open a new tab in your web browser and go to:2.

      

The generated HTML DOM tree would look similar to this:3.

How it works...
Even though in the React tree the  component appears to be rendered after the
paragraph  HTML tag, the rendered  component renders before it. That's because
the  component is actually rendered on a  HTML tag that appears before the

 HTML tag where the main application is rendered.

Catching errors with error boundary
components
Error boundary components are just React components that implement the

 life cycle method to catch errors in their children. They catch errors
in  methods when a class component is initialized but fails, in life cycle
methods, and while rendering. Errors that cannot be caught are from asynchronous code,
event handlers, and errors in the error component boundary itself.
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The  life cycle method receives two arguments: the first one is an
 object while the second received argument is an object containing a

 property with a friendly stack trace that describes where in the React tree
a component failed.

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will build an error boundary component and provide a fallback UI when
there is an error while rendering. Before you start, create a new  file with the
following content:

Next, create a babel configuration file as , adding the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

      npm install
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How to do it...
First, create an  file where the React application will be rendered:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following HTML code:2.

Save the file3.

Next, define an error boundary component that will catch errors and render a fallback UI
displaying information where the error happened and the error message. Define as well an

 component and create a  React element that when clicked will cause the
application to fail while setting the state:

Create a new file named .1.
Import the React and ReactDOM libraries:2.

Define an  component that will display a fallback message when3.
the application fails to render:
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Define a class component named  that will render a  React element.4.
Once the button is clicked, it will purposely throw an error:
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Render the application wrapping the  within the 5.
component:

Save the file.6.

Let's test it...
To run and test the application, perform the following steps:

Open a Terminal at the root of your project directory and run:1.

      npm start

Then, open a new tab in your web browser and go to:2.

Click on the  to cause the application to fail3.
A fallback UI is displayed showing the following error:4.

Error while setting state.
          in App
          in ErrorBoundary

Type checking properties with PropTypes
React allows you to implement runtime type checking of components' properties. It's useful
to catch bugs and make sure that your components are receiving  correctly. This can
be easily done by just setting a static  property on your components. For instance:
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The previous code will require 's  property to be a .
Otherwise, if a different property type is given, React will display a warning in the console.

 methods are functions that get triggered when the component's instance is
created to check if the given  match the  schema.

 have an extensive list of methods that can be used for the validation of
properties. You can find the complete list in the React official documentation: 

.

Getting ready
In this recipe, you will see and write custom validation rules for checking property types.
Before you start, create a new  file with the following content:

Next, create a babel configuration file as , adding the following content:

Then, install the dependencies by opening a Terminal and running:

npm install
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How to do it...
First, create an  file where the React application will be rendered:

Create a new file named 1.
Add the following HTML code:2.

Save the file3.

Next, define a  class component that expects to receive two React elements as
. Use  to create a custom validation rule to check that the 

property is an array of React elements and the component is receiving exactly two React
elements:

Create a new file named .1.
Import the React, ReactDOM, and  libraries:2.

Define a class component named . Use  for type-checking the3.
 and  properties. Use a custom  to check if

 is an array of React elements and that it contains exactly two React
elements:
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Define a class component named  that will render the  component.4.
Provide three React elements as its  and a  that when clicked
will toggle the  property of state from  to  and vice versa:
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Render the application:5.

Save the file.6.

Let's test it...
To run and test the application, perform the following steps:

Open a Terminal at the root of your project directory and run:1.

      npm start

Then, open a new tab in your web browser and go to:2.

The console in your browser will display the following warning:3.

Warning: Failed prop type: "Toggle" expected children to contain
exactly 2 React       elements
          in Toggle (created by App)
          in App

Clicking the  will toggle between the first two React elements while the4.
third React element will be ignored
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How it works...
We define a custom function validator for the  property. Inside the function, we
first use the built-in  functions to check if  is an array of React
elements. If the result of the validation is not an instance of , then we use the React

's  utility method to know how many React elements were given and we
return an error if the number of React elements in children is not .

There's more...
Did you notice that we used the  method? It's a utility
function that allows us to check for  even outside React. For instance:

The  object works as a schema providing validation functions from . The
 constant is just a plain object containing properties defined in .

Running the previous example won't output any warning in the console since all properties
in  are valid. However, change the  object to:

Then we will see the following warning in the console output:
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The  utility method has the following signature:

Here,  refers to an object containing  function validators. The
 argument expects to receive an object whose values need to be validated against

.  refers to the source's name, which usually is a component's
name that is used in the warning message to display where the  was originated. The 
last argument,  is optional and it's expected to be a callback function that should
return a  that is added at the end of the warning message to better describe
where exactly the error was originated.

 are used only in development and for using the production build of React, you
must set up the bundler to replace  with . This
way,  are removed in the production build of your application.
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